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Maine Day Six Claim To Offer The Most
Will Feature
Recreation
The athletic program for the after-
noon of Maine Day has been completed
by Jack Zollo. The faculty will field
a team headed by Capt k.‘ Hauck
who boasts of a strong team both in
fielding and hitting. Capt. Hauck has
not disclosed his complete line-up, and
rumor has it that he may have broueht
some talent up from the minor league
to give his team extra punch.
Word is circulating via the grape-
vine that Bill Sezak is one of the
young hopefuls who is scheduled to
strat for the faultless faculty. Capt.
Hauck, at a recent press conference,
let it be known that E. E. Wieman
would be starting at first and that the
starting pitcher will be that speed ball
artist, Prof. Watson.
Mayor candidates Cook, Huff, Jack. Ray. Marden, and Franchetti lookpleasant for the camera. 
—Newhall photo
The team that will represent the
students is still a mystery, but it is a Eight Senior ROTC Mem berssure bet that the student team will I 
make up in spirit what they lack in
experience. Receive High Military AwardsIn another top notch game Artie
Clark will lead his Trailer Colony
team of husbands and wives against the
girls from East and West Halls and
their dates for the afternoon. If the
husbands and wives can agree for a
long enough period this should be an-
other closely contested game.
At 2:30 Bill Kenyon's varsity base-
ball team will take over in a state
series baseball game with Bates. The
competition in the state series this
ear is tough and this should be another
,d game.
In Case of Rain
Willard Moulton, General Chairman
Maine Day, has announced the fol-
:owing schedule which will be in effect
in case of rain on May 12, Maine Day. ;
If it rains the announcement of the •
iew mayor will be made in Memorial I
Gym instead of on the steps of the
• -ew library at the same time, 8 a.m.
In the event that the rain is light the ;
work on the outside projects will pro-
ceed as scheduled, so workers should
•se ear raincoats.
If the rain should be too heavy to
work outside, workers will be shifted
to inside projects. In case such a shift
is necessary the announcement of the
changes will be made after the new
mayor has officially opened the NI ;lint'
)ay proceedings.
Rain or shine Maine Day will go on
as planned, and events get underway at
8 a.m. sharp with the announcement
of the new mayor.
The Schedule
May 10—Final Mayor Candidate
Speeches at 7 p.m.
May 11—Interfraternity sing 7:30
p.m. Memorial Gym. Vic dance fol-
lowing sing.
May 12—Maine Day
8 :00 a.m. Announcement of Mayor—
New 1.ibrary steps
8 :20 a.m. Start work on projects
11:30 a.m, stop work
1 :00 p.m. Baseball Games Men and
women of Tarilor Colony vs. East
and West Hall and dates; Faculty
vs. Students.
2:30 p.m. Varsity Baseball Game.
6 :30-8:15 Faculty and Student Skits.
8:30-9:45 Both skits in both periods.
10:00 p.m. Dance after skits—Sammy
Saliba's Orchestra.
Dr Lippitt Will
Speak Here May 8
Dr. Rosemary Lippitt of Boston,
Consulting Psychologist to the Camp
Fire Girls of America, will present a
lecture and demonstration of psycho-
drama Saturday. May 8. at 2 p.m. in
the Oakes Room of the library.
Dr. Lippitt's demonstration of psy-
chodrama will be a part of the Con-
ference on Understanding the Excep-
tional Child sponsored by the Central
Maine Guidance Council and the Inter-
national Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren, Eastern Maine Chapter.
The conference is free to students
and is open to others at fifty cents.
Registration will take place at 9:30.
At ten Dr. Howard Runion, head of
the department of speech, will speak
on Speech Problems. At 11:30 a Cana-
dian motion picture dealing with the
feeling of rejection in children will be
shown. Dr. Payson Smith will speak
on Classroom Problems.
Colonel Francis R. Fuller, Professor
of Military Science and Tactics at the
University. announced the names of
eight members of the University of
Maine Senior ROTC who have re-
ceived the coveted designation of Dis-
tinguished Military Student.
The list of those awarded this high
undergraduate military honor includes
Cadet Lt. Colonel Donald C. Mead, Jr.,
Cadet Major Harrison P. Crowell, Ca-
det Captain Mark H. Lane. Cadet Cap-
tain Philip W. Stackpole, Cadet Cap-
tain Charles E. St. Thomas, Cadet 1st
Lieutenant St. Arnaud, Cadet Captain
Robert Merchant. and former Cadet
Captain Calvin Friar. Friar gradu-
ated at the conclusion of the Fall
Semester in February of this year.
Students attaining this honor are eli-
gible to apply for direct commissions
Department of the Army standards
for the award require that the cadet
possess outstanding qualities of military
leadership. high moral character and
a definite aptitude for military service.
Three of the students have applied inside if it rains.for a direct appointment as a com-
missioned officer in the Regular Army.
General Carter Joins
AA Board, Senate Officers
Will Be Elected Tuesday
Hillman Tops
Senior Class
An election to determine the winners
of the senior class parts will be held
Thursday, May 13, from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., with Arthur Merle Hillman
the only choice as Valedictorian. Hill-
man's point average for three and one-
half years is 3.89.
Ruth Peabody Fogler (3.755), Ripon
Haskell (3.75), and Rita Marie Snow
(3.745) are candidates for Salutatori-
an.
Candidates for the other parts are
as follows.
Chaplain: Alice Esther Fonseca,
Bryce Voter Lambert, and Jean Muriel
I.vnaugh.
History: Nicholas Peter Brountas,
John Francis Grant. Edward Furnas
Snyder. and June Harriette Swanton.
Prophecy (One boy—one girl) :
Florence Christine Bruce, Carolyn
Ruth Foley, Helen Elizabeth Noyes,
Robert Linscott Browne, Harrison
Philip Crowell, and Peter Joseph
Wedge.
Ode: Barbara Mansfield Andrews,
Robert Hugh Dumas, Margaret Ada
Preble, and Philip Wyllie Stackpole.
Poem: Lydia Mary Backer, George
Edward Smith. Jr.. and Constance
Virginia Thomes.
Will (One boy—one girl) : Elizabeth
Baker. Jean Ruth Campbell, Janice
Filkins Scales, Frederic Albert Boyn-
ton. Douglas Richard Johnson. and
Robert Warren Merchant.
Two studints have announced their
candidacy for each of the two top
positions on the staff of next year.,
Prism.
Alfred David Gamber and Lynwood
Prescott Hill have applied for the posi-
tion of editor.
Donald Jones and Herbert Lord
Rackliff. Jr., are candidates for the
o!fice of Business Manager.
Voting will be conducted in front of
the bookstore if the weather is fair,
Make It A Highlight--Prexy
A A. Hauck, street cleaner, \I 1,
A Letter
•Ilte spirit of MI 
 
Da.. us ith all
Ito e filo that um.%suitli it. is the spirit
of cotisirticti.c lier pli-hment. lit
a university. a- iii :ill cloturing and
aortlivt bile enterprises. the uork iii
Scabbard and Blade
Brigadier ieneral t;corge Nl. Carter.
head of the Maine National Guard. was
among the 17 candidates initiated into
 0 Ralph Barnett, William Creighton,
Evan Johnson, and John Balton have
been nominated for the position of
president of the General Senate. Bar-
nett is Vice president at the present
time.
Nominated for the office of vice
president were William Hopkins, Pat
Rozzi, Mark Shedd, and Harlan
Smith.
Barbara Richardson, Virginia Ken-
nedy, and Louise Powers are candi-
dates for treasurer.
Candidates for secretary include Jo-
anne Mayo, Nancy Hubbard, Patricia
Simmons, and Bertha Clark.
Nominations for the Athletic As-
sociation are as follows.
President: Jim Beaudry, Jack Zollo,
John Schmidlin, and Henry Domb-
kowski.
Senior member: Ralph Barnett,
Henry Dombkowski, Jack Zollo. and
Jim Beaudry.
Junior member: Joe Murray, Ed
McDermott, Hank Peasley, and Alton
Hopkins.
Voters are reminded again that the
president of the Athletic Association
is a member of the Board of Trustees
of the Bookstore.
Jim Donovan, Rip Haskell. George
Marsanskis, and Will Moulton are
nominees for the Washington Alumni
Association Watch Award.
The watch is given annually to the
senior man who, in the opinion oi his
classmates, has done the most for his
class and the University. It is pre-
sented by the Alumni Association of
Washington. 1). C.
Spilier is Elected
To Head Aggie Club
Donald M. Spilltr, Oak was
I elected to the office of president of the
Agricultural Club at a general election
held last %reek. James Robinson was
installed as vice president ; Carl Estes,
Alpha Ganuna Rho, secretary: and
Arthur Cratty, Dunn Hall. treasurer.
Lewis Wyman, LanNla Alpha,
John Gee, Alpha Gamma Rho. and
George Larrabee, North Dorms., were
elected to the executive committee.
William Findlen, Alpha Gamma Rho,
was chosen to serve as social chair-
man for the coming year.
The next meeting of the club willthe Maine company of Scabbard and be held Tuesday, May 11, at 7 p.m..Blade. National Military Honorary in 33 Winslow Hall. All student andSociety, at Memorial (iymnasium faculty members are cordially invitedTuesday night.
Other newly-initiated members are 
to attend and take active part in tlis-
Paul Albert, Charles Bruce. Earle 
cussing the future plans of the club.
Clifford. John Conroy, John A. Hall.budding. mending. and int tinning Donald Jones. Gilbert Kershaw. The,„ Pale Blue y Ke Offersmust go oil sear after year. 
.lore Littlefield, Robert Olsen, Vincent Annual ScholarshipAs Y"" p"riiriP"ir, iii t hi" 11'" "f Petrie. Robert M. Poulin, Kennethuseful uork arid recreation. I hope seaman. William Stickel, Clifford
you a ill feel that this animal occa- winter, and Fred Wood.
• 
 has greater significance than The formal full-dress initiation wasjust the earr:. ing out of a program conducted under chairman Mark Lane,of activities. 1 am ar reall, helping l' assisted bye Roger Pendleton, Richardto build a licttcr and •trouger Uni- ; stam . rcy1 Donald Mead, and Grover‘ersity. I hums that 111 Mill V./.1% 
COMIOn.to do your part. 
Others who took part in the cere-Let us make this Maine Day • money were Captain Harrison P.real highlight in the history of the Crowell, 1st Lieutenant Berkeley Car-ll'iii% cr.-it . ter. 211d Lieutenant Elmer Bartley, and
1st Sergeant Peter J. Wedge, the
present Scabbard and Blade officers.
Arthur A. Hauck
President
it Oas been announced by John
Schmidlin, president of the Pale Blue
Key, that applications are now being
accepted for the annual Pale Blue Key
Scholarship.
Men of the class of 1951, who have
won their numerals, should apply
through Ted Curtis' office at the
Memorial Gym.
The scholarship. %%hie+ is based 11114111
both scholastic rank and personal need,
will be announced on Scholarship Day,
May 18.
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Maine Debaters
Will Meet Tufts
Maine debaters will close their
intercollegiate season Friday afternoon
when they meet Tufts college here.
Doris Vollmer and George Brountas,
representing Maine, will take the nega-
tive side of the federal world govern-
ment question.
Bookstore Will Supply
Maine Day Refreshments
Martha Bond, Chairman of the re-
freshment commitee, has announced
that the Bookstore is donating the
refreshments for Maine Day this year.
The refreshment committee will be
busy distributing coke and doughnuts
to workers on all the projects between
8:20 and 11:30 a.m.
The donation of the refreshments by
the Bookstore has made it possible for
the money that would ordinarily be
spent for refreshments to be used for
other features of Maine Day.
Sixteen New Farmers
Will Graduate May 8
Sixteen students will complete the
two-year course in agriculture, May 8.
They will later be awarded certificates
indicating they have met the require-
ments of the two-year course.
The two-year course in agriculture
is provided for young men who wish
to become practical farmers, farm su-
perintendents, dairymen, poultrymen,
fruit-growers, or gardeners, but who
cannot devote time to full college
training.
Those completing the two-year
course, May 8, and the subject in which
they have majored, are as follows:
Walter L. Mushrow, poultry hus-
bandry; Oral D. Page, dairy husband-
ry; Newell A. Robbins, poultry hus-
bandry; Kenneth L. Maxwell, horticul-
ture; Roger Beaulieu, agronomy; For-
rest E. Smart, Jr., animal husbandry;
Donald J. Witham, dairy husbandry;
Stanley H. Hawkes, dairy husbandry.
Weldon E. Greeley, agronomy; Hen-
ry DeWildt, poultry husbandry; Robert
Kendrick, poultry husbandry; Miles
Fernald Will Speak
To Republicans
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport will
be the third Republican nominee for
the gubernatorial primaries to appear
on the campus in successive weeks.
Mr. Fernald will speak on Monday,
May 10th, at 3 :30 in the afternoon in
the Oakes Room of the New Library.
He will appear under the sponsor-
ship of the Young Republicans Club
and the Politics Club as another in
their "Meet the Candidate" program,
during which they hope to present a
majority of the nominees in the com-
ing primaries. All are invited to at-
tend and enter into what should be a
very interesting and frank discussion
period with Mr. Fernald.
S. Leach, poultry husbandry; Gerard
Pelletier, agronomy; Richard H. Pat-
ten, poultry husbandry; Clinton B.
Savage, Jr., dairy husbandry; Charles
E. Crawford, dairy husbandry.
Please keep off the grass.
Research Program Produces Technique
for Tapering Molten Nylon Bristles
Difficult mechanical problems
solved by Du Pont chemists
and engineers to make nylon
paintbrushes practicable
Nylon bristles used in toothbrushes and
hairbrushes are uniform in diameter—
that is, they are "level." But paint-
brushes made from such bristles did
not paint well. Studies of the best natu-
ral bristles showed that they were ta-
pered, so a research program to produce
tapered nylon bristles was started.
Some difficult mechanical problems
were encountered. Level brush bristles
were being made by extruding molten
nylon through spinneret openings de-
signed to produce filaments of perfectly
uniform diameter. A new technique had
to be found to make tapered ones. Since
it was not practical to taper the fila-
ment after cooling and drawing, a pre-
cise taper had to be put in just as the
nylon emerged molten from the spin-
neret. And it had to survive the drawing
operation, in which nylon is stretched
to several times its original length!
Techniques originated In laboratory
The original idea for solving this prob-
lem came from Du Pont chemists, who
worked out the techniques in the lab-
oratory, in the somewhat crude form
represented in the accompanying dia-
gram. It being largely a mechanical
problem, chemical and mechanical en-
gineers were called in to cooperate soon
after the studies got under way. After
further laboratory development, the
engineers put the operation on a pro-
duction basis.
The final result was a highly efficient
process for tapering nylon bristles. As
the molten filament emerges from the
spinneret, pinch-rolls driven by a series
of gears pull it slowly, then quickly.
The size of the filament varies with the
speed of pulling—thick diameters re-
sulting at slow speeds and thin diam-
eters at fast. Next the nylon goes to
the drawing operation, where it is
stretched by rollers to give it strength
and resiliency.
Engineers designed special machines
Following spinning and drawing, in
which many filaments are handled si-
multaneously, the nylon is "set." Then
it goes to a special machine, designed
by Du Pont engineers, which "feels
out" the crests and troughs and cuts
the bristle at these points. This type of
design was necessary because of the un-
avoidable small variations in the length
of individual bristles. Sorting the bris-
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Diagrammatic rep n teflon of the first laboratory apparatus used to establish th• principle of
making nylon from molten plastic (From an early patent ,
The five finalists in the Mrs. Maine beauty contest meet over a cup of
tea. Left to right, Mrs. Sawyer, Mrs. Whiting, Mrs. Lajoie, and Mrs.
Smythe. Inset, Mrs. Russell. 
—Newhall photo
Mrs. Maine Beauty Contest
Narrowed To Five Loveliest
Present stote of development of the "spin-draw"
machine evolved from the crud, laboratory
apparatus shown in the diagram below.
ties and sandpapering their ends com-
pletes the process.
Many techniques contributed to the
development of the optimum properties
of nylon in tapered bristles. At the lab-
oratory stage, x-ray studies were made
to learn the effect of various degrees of
crystalization on bristle drawing and
setting. Numerous devices were designed
to test the bristles—for example, a ma-
chine that simulates the abrasive effect
on a brush swept back and forth over a
surface. Even after manufacture was
established, high-speed stroboscopic
photography and other stroboscopic
studies were employed to improve co-
ordination in the various operations
and make a more uniform product.
The development of these bristles
furnishes another striking example of
the great variety of problems, often
intricate, that may arise out of the dis-
covery of a new substance like nylon.
Questions College Men ask
about working with Du Pont
What are the opportunities
in development work?
The conception of an idea in a research
laboratory is merely the starting point at
Du Pont. Men with training in mechanical,
electrical, metallurgical, and chemical engi-
neering are required to demonstrate the
practicality of the laboratory findings, in-
cluding small-scale operation of the new
process. Even after the full-scale plant is
operating, development work is continued
to improve efficiency. Write for booklet,
"The Du Pont Company and the College
Graduate," 2518-A Nemours Building, Wil-
mington 98, Delaware.
ata,
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
More foal about Du Pont — Listen to "Cavalcade
of America" Monday Ntg...las, NBC Coat: to Coast
• Preliminary judging in the Mrs.
Maine contest has narrowed the field
down to five candidates. The lucky
winners are, Mrs. Aldore Lajoie of 20
Peters St., Orono, Mrs. Maurice Rus-
sell of 102 Bennoch St., Orono, Mrs.
Robert Sawyer of 210 S. Brunswick
St., Old Town, Mrs. Stuart Smythe of
68 Machias Blvd., Bangor, and Mrs.
William Whiting of 269 Center St.,
Bangor.
Selection was made by a board of
impartial judges solely on the basis of
photos submitted. Judges for the con-
test were Mr. John Sealey, Alumni
Secretary, Prof. Vincent Hartgen,
head of the Art Department, and Steve
Macpherson of South Apartments,
representing the married students.
The five finalists are now submitted
to the campus at large for final deci-
sion. On Maine Day, they will act as
assistants to his honor the mayor, serv-
ing refreshments to the hard working
student body.
Betts Bookstore
58 Columbia St., Bangor, Me.
"A Dictionary of Musical
Themes"
The music of more than 10,000
themes.
Symphonies, concertos, sonatas,
orchestral works, etc.
$5.00
I 
I Philip Deane O.D.
Optometrist
105 Centre St.
Old Town
• 
• 
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Consider The Constitution
The long awaited constitution of the Men's Stu-
dent Senate has finally made its appearance. Work
was begun on it a year ago last fall, and a copy
was nearly ready to be presented to the student
body last spring. It was thrown out and a new
start made when a majority of the Senate ex-
pressed the belief that it was certain to be turned
down.
The final model, which will be presented for a
vote next Tuesday, has had most of the contro-
versial subjects removed.
The strongest opposition was made last year on
the grounds that it would give the Senate too much
power. The latest version can never be condemned
on those grounds.
The jurisdiction of the Senate now includes all
"campus sponsored men's organizations." The or-
ganizations covered by this definition are negligible
if taken literally.
The term "campus sponsored" immediately
eliminates all fraternities. The frats and all activi-
ties within them are definitely beyond the scope of
Senate rule.
Limiting their control to men's organizations,
which they must do, means that any organization
which has women members is taboo to the Men's
Senate. Any organization which is represented
by both sexes can only be approached by the
General Student Senate, if at all.
The number of organizations on campus which
limit themselves entirely to male members is ex-
tremely small.
The only other point which might bring protest,
and probably should, is the manner in which
officers will be elected. Under the draft that was
drawn up last year, the officers would be elected
by all men students. Under the new constitution
the officers will be elected by the members of the
Senate.
The Senate feels that they can pick a president
from their own ranks with a chance of making a
better selection than might be made in an election.
It seems reasonable to believe that most of the
men would like to have something to say about
who is to lead their governing body.
Whatever the decision, every male student may
some time be affected by it. Whether the constitu-
tion is approved or rejected, the action should be
taken by enough men that there will be no doubt
of the sentiment.
No constitution should be approved and put
into use by vote of less than ten per cent of those
concerned, as was the case with the present consti-
tution of the General Senate.
—CLIFF WHITTEN
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University Society
BY JAN AND KITTY
Black Death has struck the campus!
Delta Tau and Pi Phi, however, fore-
•aw the possibility of such a disaster.
Removing the crepe from the door,
the Delts entertained those who were
able to sit up and take nourishment.
Nourishment, in the form of a buffet
supper, was served to the pledges and
their dates, after which the house was
thrown open to the campus for vic
dancing and refreshments. 150 couples
enjoyed the open house.
The Pi Phi's, forsaking the germ
infested campus for the Country Club,
had their annual Founders Day ban-
quet, Saturday night. Later in the
evening they were joined by their
escorts for a semi-formal dance. The
co-chairmen of arrangements were
Germaine Bellefleur and Lois Ann
Small.
Conditions in Los Angeles were re-
ported favorable as Josette Morin and
George Cooper were married last week.
New engagements are: Polly Curtis
and Earl Clifford, Joan Harvey and
Roy Bither, Jr.
In spite of the plague the following
brave souls hung their pins: Ernest
Larson, Sigma Chi, on Betty Harri-
man; Ray Chittick, Sigma Chi, on
Alice Adams of Farmington; Fred
Andrews, Theta Chi, on Verna Wal-
lace.
It is our sincere hope that next
weekend these horrible conditions will
not prevail, and the campus will be its
usual busy self. After all, Society re-
porters must eat.
P.S. It's rumored that Beta Upsilon
of Alpha Tau Omega will hold an
open house this Saturday evening, May
8, at their annual Daisy Mae Party.
Everyone is invited to attend the fes-
tivities which will begin at about 8 :15.
Dog Patch costume is suggested, but
not necessary for a good time.
All Future Teachers Take Warning;
The Profession Has Its Disadvantages
One of my instructors told me once
upon a time, when I was new to the
fold of higher education, that he would
"pay the University to let him teach,
if he could afford to do so." It seemed
a remarkable statement, verging on
the ridiculous and the sublime, and
worth remembering. I think he really
meant what he said. And it was be-
cause of his remark, Dear Reader,
that I began to wonder about the man.
What would it be like to be in his
shoes? What happens to the instructor
who merits the hearifelt thanks of his
disciples? What do the passing years
hold in store for the conscientious
teacher who puts his Soul into his
work?
The following conclusions are large-
ly my own:
1. Education is a bloody stump. It
beats the educator, who has good in-
tentions about his future, over the
head and leaves him by the wayside
gasping for life.
2. A teacher must live. He must
foot the bills. He must dress reason-
ably well. He is not the ascetic. Coin
is important.
3. Many college teachers enter the
academic world with stars in their eyes
and reach the emeritus stage droopy-
lidded. Thc good life is a sad financial
status.
4. It is as easy for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle as it is for
an instructor to become a professor.
The meek do not inherit the Earth.
If you are planning to do graduate
work, consider:
I. the value of Time, the nemesis,
2. the Inquisition, the three-hour,
third-degree oral examination, by the
"experts" who pose the crucial test,
3. the added responsibility of a
family,
4. the financial bracket—an assis-
tantship pays $1200 to $1800 a year,
and
5. how will writing an unreadable
book on an unthinkable subject help
in teaching freshmen to think clearly
and write readably?
Then, if you can face the issues, do
your graduate work. Your steel must
have a good temper!
Politicians Have Their Say
Hal Jack Plans
The Maine Party, if voted into office,
will appoint ten commissioners: Ac-
commodations, Activities, Athletics,
Campus Safety and security, Fraterni-
ties and Sororities, Education, Gov-
ernments, Publications, Religions. and
Veterans Affairs. They will be chosen
from various campus areas: North
Dorms, Elms, So. Apts, etc.
The commission would be a sound-
ing-board for campus feeling making
suggestions to the Student Govern-
ments for legal and lawful action by
campus representatives.
The party leaders
3 DAYS-3 rings
DIAMOND KEN NIARDEN
"Diamond Ken's a gamblin' man,
Who always holds the winning hand.
Four (lays and seven hours ago,
Franchetti brought forth upon this
compus a new political reguire, con-
ceived in the spirit of duty and dedi-
cated to the proposition that the ad-
ministration "has had it," Barnum was
right, and "now is the hour." Fran-
chetti is now engaged in a great strug-
gle for the emancipation of the co-eds,
free diaper service, and the inalienable
male right of pursuit.
When I am elected, I promise to
liberate the student body through the
following administrational changes:
1. President—Patrick Farnsworth
2. Treasurer—Richard Brunk
3. Dean of Men—Muriel Appleby
4. Dean of Women—Stanley Wal-
lace*
*In recognition of her loyal services
to the University. Miss Edith Wilson
will become new Head Football Coach.
Richard Huff
Some candidates are against one side
of a question—some are against the
other side, but Les Ray is the only
candidate who is against both sides.
1.es Ray's party—the Neo-Anarchists
—is so far left it is right. Back Les
Ray and see the madness of this cam-
pus turned to chaos.
Headquarters,
Ray-for-MAYOR
301 Corbett Hall
Charlie Cook says:
"I am a friend to all. If elected,
above all I pledge myself to active
participation in all campus events and
will work whole-heartedly toward the
betterment of the University of Maine
in every respect. For a revival of the
spirit of the Maine "Hello," for en-
thusiastic cooperation and leadership
as your campus mayor, LOOK TO
COOK!"
I'm Usually Wrong But
BY BILL BRENNAN
Next Tuesday we are expected to go to the polls
and vote for a mayor of the campus. How we will
make our selection from among the six candidatesdepends largely upon how we are impressed during
their respective campaigns.
By tradition and expectancy the campaigns by
these zestful candidates will be, and should be,
undignified. That's perfectly right, as it adds to
the color and spirit of an election of this sort.
But once a mayor is chosen, should he continue
to conduct himself as he did during the campaign?
Once a candidate has attained office, we believe
that he should forget the senseless promises he
made while running for election, and should try
to use his power as most benefits the students.
A mayor has a moral obligation which he must
fulfill. He has been put into office by the students.
and owes certain things to those students. He
should attend all University activities, not merely
athletic, but assemblies, etc. He should keep an
eye on the student government, and should auto-
matically be made a member of that group, with
full voting powers, upon election.
In the two other campaigns which we have
witnessed, we have watched mayor candidatesjump off bridges, swim rivers, milk cows, ride
bicycles along the roof of the gym, strum guitars,
and yodel. We have heard promises of later hours
for women, fewer and shorter classes, beer in
every bubbler, and a babe in every bed.
Once the mayors were elected, however, they
did not actually work for the students. Both John-
ny Goff and Bob Merchant were good mayors in
that they attended University functions religiously
and acted as models for the students as far as
school spirit is concerned. But did they try to at-
tain better conditions for the people who put theminto office?
Mayor, don't forget that you can do something
for the students besides providing them with en-
tertainment. By using your title to advantage you
can gain entrance to places where lowly mortals
such as us are barred. And once inside those
places, make yourself heard by speaking for those
who are behind you. Make the position of mayor
one which involves respect as well as laughter, one
which provides as well as entertains.
Scotch And Soda
BY BIFF SIIALEK
Now let us talk about the male physique. The
one that waddles around on the Maine campus. It
seems that when the poor veteran came back from
over-there someone thought that the poor little
darling needed a rest. He's been living off the fat,
not of the land, ever since.
His elbows are muscular, he bends them often.
His hind-end is well cushioned, protective matura-
tion. And his tummy, his little tummy, laps overhis belt like a J5panese judo-star.
I'm not going into that well known refrain about
physical health. Everyone knows the tune. But
the fact that nothing is being done about it, that,is what we shall discuss.
Dombkowski runs eighty yards for a touch-
down, gets a good workout, and 2500 to 3000
students sit on their fannys and cheer him on.
Boynton dumps one in from the corner, 2800
bleary eyed. almost choked from inhaling every-
one else's exhale, hack their approval. The Book
Store Olympic Coliseum! Inhale, and get a free
smoke!
"Now look, Biff, you know that your little tum-
my isn't any smaller than the rest of them." Sure.
"And you don't want Wally to sweat it off you,do you ?" No. "And with your creaky knees that
Bates Line would make like pretzels." Uh huh.
So what you want to go ahead and stir up troublefor--huh? Why don't you leave well enough
alone?"
Look ! ! I'm not talking about commando
courses or extreme gynmastics. I'm just saying
that, physically, we veterans. Bless us, have let our
bodies go to "the land of shoveled coal." It was
okay the first few months home, as everybody
needed a rest, but now that we've been back in the
grind for two, three years it's about time that we
started thinking about keeping ourselves in better
physical condition. Left to our own devices it will
always be the day after tomorrow. I think that itis about time the Physical Education Department
clamped down again on the rules against excess
poundage on us inmates. That'c all hrsve
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Senior Skulls Visit
Brunswick Annex
The Senior Skulls, accompanied by
Ed McDermott, Bryce Lambert, Larry
Jenness. I tarrison Crowell, Niel Kelly,
Ken Vennett, and Hank Peasley, were
at the Brunswick Annex yesterday.
A brief assembly of the entire stu-
dent body was held, followed by a
panel session in which activities here
at Maine were discussed.
The purpose of the meeting was to
orient the Brunswick students to life
at the University.
The Skulls recently published a pic-
torial magazine of the campus for
distribution to the Brunswick students.
Work on Maine Day.
Maine Day Workers
To Build Playgrounds
The Maine Day projects of the South
Apartments and the Trailer Colony
include the construction of playgrounds
in both areas. These play areas are
definitely needed because of the num-
ber of children in these two sections
of the campus.
President Hauck has made funds
available to make the construction of
these play areas possible. They will
be equipped with sand boxes, slides, and
other equipment and be enclosed by
fences. The men and women from
these two sections of campus will work
in their own areas on Maine Day in
order to complete the work on the play
areas for the children.
ONLY 29.50
All
Wool
MADE
TO SELL
FOR MUCH
MORE
SHORTS and
REGULARS
color: Natural and Grey
Sizes, 35 to 44
Exceptionally
LOW PRICED
GABARDINE and COVERT
TOPCOATS
5. lucky purchase makes this price possible.
excellent tailoring ... A GREAT BUY !
HOSE'S MEN'S SIMI'S
BANGOR
Margaret Preble
Wins Music Award
Miss Margaret A. Preble received
the Mu Alpha Epsilon Senior Award
at the annual Music Night, sponsored
by Mu Alpha Epsilon, Friday night.
The award is given to the senior who
has contributed most to musical activi-
ties on the campus
Miss Preble was co-author of the
musical play Again It's Yesterday
She has been a member of Mu Alpha
Epsilon during her junior and senior
years, and has been historian for this
year. A music major, she won the Mu
Alpha Epsilon applied music scholar-
ship in her senior year. She has taken
applied music as follows: violin four
years, piano four years, organ and
chamber music one year, chapel choir
organist, two years, accompanist for
modern dance group four years
New members of Mu Alpha Epsilon
announced during the program were
Robert Smith, Cynthia Hayden, George
Ainsworth, Marion Keith, and Lois
Nicholson.
Lydia Backer looks on with tolerant distaste as John Ballou and Marney
Abrams let confinement get the better of them, in a scene from The Hasty
—Newhall photo
By LARRY JENNESS Maine Masque's last production of the
Excellent performances by a well_ year. "The Hasty Heart," an opening
night success. The show will run to-
cast made the
night, Friday, and Saturday, with tick-
ets on sale at the box office.
Bob Preble and John Ballou, as the
doughty Scottsman and bully English-
man respectively, carried the burden
of drama and comedy with veteran case.
Stuttering Isn't Funny
George Gonyar, playing the Yank,
did a good job despite being burdened
by a stage stutter which might just
well have been omitted.
The sole girl in the plot, Lydia
Backer, put exactly the right measur
of human kindness and professional
mannerisms into the part of the nurse.
The role of the colonel, which could
have been easily ruined, was well
carried off by David Simonton. and
second-night audiences will hang on
the every word, few as they may be.
of Al Dumais, who portrays one of
King George's South African subject..
Martin Needham, Marnel Abrams, and
Irving Marsden completed the cast.
The story concerned five Allied sol-
(tiers hospitalized somewhere in the
South Pacific and their attempts to
win the friendship of a sixth man
doomed to die within a short time.
How the men arrive at their goal,
plus finding out what a Scotchman
wears under his kilts, makes a ver)
interesting evening's entertainment.
Good Scenery
The simple but effective scenery de-
picted the inside of a typical hospital
hut with a few glimpses of tropical
vegetation visible through the win
dows. The set was designed by Larr
Dunn and Palmer Libby.
The technical cast included: Larr
Dunn, technical director; Claytot
Briggs, chief electrician; Dwight Frye.
stage manager; Henri Casavant and
Betty Flint, make-up; Muriel Ken-
derdine, costumes.
The play was written by John
Patrick and directed by Herschel
Bricker.
Heart.
balanced nine-student
College men prefer
JOHN PAUL SLACKS
The biggest showing in town
n •
PICKER,. G SQ .01ANGOR
I VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
BANGOR and ORONO
1 M & P Theatres
11 OPERA HOUSE IBANGORMay 6, 7, 8"T-MEN"Dennis O'KeefeMay 9, 10, 11, 12
Ray Milland, Charles Laughton
"THE BIG CLOCK"
BIJOU
N18, 5. 6, 7
-.AN IDEAL HUSBAND"
Paulette Goddard. Sir Aul)rry
Smith
May 8-14
Spencer Tracy, Katherine
Hepburn
"TIIE STATE OF TIIE
UNION"
PARK
BANI:on
May 7, 8
"SPEED TO SPARE"
Jean Rogers
"FRONTIERSMAN"
Gabby Ilayes
May 9, 10, II
"BISHOP'S WIFE"
Cary Grant. 1 .oretta Younv
"KELLY THE SECOND'
Patsy Kelly
May 12, 13
"MEET ME AT DAWN-
William Eythe
"THAT'S MY MAN''
Dun Ameche
Bijou and Opera House operate
5TRP
0110\0
Wed. & Thurs., May 5-6 •
Double Feature
"MARY LOU"
Robert Lowery, Joan Barton
Plus
"THE DRAGNET-
Henry Wilcoxon, Mary Brian
6 :30-7 :53
Fri. & Sat., May 7-8
"THE SWORDSMAN"
(Technicolor)
Larry Parks, Ellen Drew
Special Attraction—"20 Years'
Academy Awards"—
Reels Cartoon
Sat. Matinee 2 :30-6 :30-8 :21
Sun. & Mon., May 9-10
"SITTING PRETTY"
Robert Young, Maureen O'Hara
Also Cartoon—Comedy
Sun. Matinee 3 :00-6 :30-8 :30
Tuesday, May 11
"PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF
BEN AMI"
George Sanders, Ann Dvorak
6 :30-8 :27
Wed. & Thurs., May 12-13
Double Feature
"NIGHT SONG"
Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon
Plus
"KILLER DILL"
Stuart Erwin, Anne Gwynne
6 :30-7 :40
titinuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 350 to 5 o'clock
ABC—For Two Weeks
All you chain smokers have a chance
to pick up a couple packs of butts for
free some time during the next two
weeks—if you happen to smoke Ches-
terfields.
Not to be outdone by other compa-
nies who have been handing out the
weeds lately, the makers of Chester-
fields will have an agent on campus
one day during each of the next two
weeks.
He will stop students at random and
ask what kind of cigarets they smoke.
A pack of Chesterfields is the prize for
the correct answer. If his victim hap-
pens to be smoking a Perry Como
sprcial is hen stopped, the prize is
(1,)uhled.
Graduation is June 20.
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PROJECT NO. 1
Cleaning of Debris in the North
Dormitory Area
Project Leaders: Lois Ann Small,
Wray Simpson.
Edward Ames, Jacqueline Baker,
Roland Beaucage, Frederick Bel-
yea, Lewis Birt, J. L. Bouchard,
Phyllis Bouchard, Roland Boutin,
Murray Bowden, Everett Bowie,
Jean Bryant, George Buck, Muriel
Buckley, William Buckman, Rob-
ert Bunker, H. V. Carlton, Lorado
Carter, William Chesley, Hoyt
Clark, Joseph Cochran, Roger Da-
vis, Marguerite DesJardins, Vin-
cent Dowling, William Duplisea,
Keith Farnham, Gerard Faucher,
Norman Foss, T, L. Fowke, Joan
Gallo.
Priscilla Coggin, Carlton Green,
Daniel Griffin, R. D. Haskell, Kath-
leen Heald, F. Hermann, Winni-
fred Hilton, Alfred Hobbs, D.
James Huff, Raymond Humes,
Willie Jacques, E. Richard John-
son, Allan Jose, Earl Kiely, Bruce
Kinney, Martin Kinney, Joseph
Leonard, JoAnne Libby, (No. Est.),
Charles Loranger, Gerald MacLean,
F. C. McLaughlin, Gener McNabb,
Flora Maddocks, Leo Maguire,
Richard Meserve, Phillip Mollicone,
Blanche Niece, Walter Norton.
Donald Ormsby, Harold Ormsby,
Donald Osgood, Martelle Quint,
Beverly Pearson, Wilfred Perry,
A. S. Pierpont, Bernard Pooler.
Florence Pratt, Marilyn Raymond,
Robert Ritcher, Carolyn Rowell,
George Salmi, Molly Schwartz,
Raema Shultz, Wray Simpson, Lois
Ann Small, Paul E. Small, Rita
Snow, Edgar Soucy, K. A. Sprague.
Frederick Sproul. Karl Stiles,
Francis Titcomb, R. VanHam, Win-
ston White, Ivan Whitney, C. C.
Yang.
PROJECT NO. 2
(Omitted)
PROJECT NO. 3
Raking Leaves and Picking Fp
Paper on Campus
Project Leaders: Toni Doescher,
Theron Carter.
SECTION 1--Leonard Ahern,
Louis Albert. Irene Andersen. Ar-
thur Anderson ,Edward Anderson,
0. E. Anderson, Fred Andrews.
Muriel Applebee, Raymond Arch-
ambault, R. Bellegarde, Nicholas
Bleau, Roland Bouchard, Truman
Boute.r, Robert Briggs, Phyllis
Burrill, Janice Butterfield, D.
Vollmar.
SECTION 2—Jane Cowen, Ar-
thur Cratty, Robert Crafty, Carle
Crooker, Alton Davis, Richard
Denison. MaryAnne Dineen. Caro-
lyn Doyle. Roger Eastman, Rich-
ard Fish, Barbara Foster, Roger
Fournier, Rosemarie Gagnon, Sid-
ney Goldman, Elizabeth Goodwin.
George Grant, Harold Grant.
SECTION 3 — Ken Hamilton,
Warren Hammond, Betty Harri-
man, William Harris, Arthur
Hauck, Cynthia Hayden, William
Hayden, Herbert Kenney, Lynwood
Hill, Merle Johnston. Ronald
Jones, Mary Jordan, Wayne Jor-
dan, Arthur Kaplan, Herman Ken-
dall, Gordon Kershaw, Althea Kirk.
SECTION 4—Louis Lane, Jo-
anne Lindgren, Charles Lusth,
Paul Lynch, Gennette MacNair,
Dana McCrum, Carroll McGary,
Donald McIntosh, Lorraine Maio,
Peter Mantis, Harold Marden, Nor-
man Martin, Gloria Mockler, Grace
Murray, George Nichols, Chapman
Norton, Betty Noyes.
SECTION 5—Richard Osmon,
,ewis Ouelette, Conrad Peterson,
`isancis .Pickett, Judith Plumly,
3arbara Poor, Joan Pray, Babs
lulsifer, Alice Raymond, Steve
Eiley. Harland E. Roberts, John
Ryan, Walter Sarvas, V. N. Sau-
cier, Herbert Schneider, John F.
Shea, Patricia Simmons, A. R. 9.-
rois, Shirley Smith, Beverly Spen-
cer, Joyce Stevens.
SECTION 6—Alice Stewart, Alan
St. James, Edward Sullivan, Rena
Thorndike, Harold Thurlow, John
Tolman, Betty Torrey, William
Washburn, Esther Watson, Ralph
Webb, Ralph Wharff, John Whit-
more, Lester Whitney, Forest Ty-
ler, Leonard Whittier, Edith Wil-
eon, Lila Zimmerman.
PROJECT NO. 4
(Omitted)
PROJECT NO. 5
Planting Shrubbery and Trees
Where Needed
Project Leaders: Lois Nicholson,
Douglas Johnson.
SECTION 1—K. V. Anderson,
Richard Andrews, John Bache-
Wiig, Erna Bamford, Arthur Be-
noit, Miriam Bull, Clarke Church,
Francis Collind, Richard
Raymond Douglass, Theodore
Dyer, W. S. Evans, Phillip Gard-
ner, Wayne Gavel, Alvin Gilbert,
Clarence Gordon, Clyde Grant,
Paul Guilmette, David Hayes, J.
Berkley Hutchins, Joseph John-
son, Charlotte Jordan, Lloyd Kar-
kos, Francis Lynch, Francis Mc-
Cormack, Russ Meade, Douglas
Morton, Eleanor Murray, Rudolph
Nadeau, Robert Olsen, William
Outhouse, Edward Perkins. Edward
Poynter, Paul Praderio, Alice Pur-
due, Phyllis Richard, Ethel Stone,
Kenneth Sullivan, Richard Sweet-
ser, Oscar Whalen, Gordon Web-
ster.
SECTION 2—Harry C. Aldrich.
Samuel Bean, Theodore Caras.
Jayne Chase, Roger Clapp, Caro-
yn Cole, George Coleman, Jean
"unningham, James Davee, Fran-
cis Decoteau, Bernard Dennison,
Leo Dunn, Richard Hill. Sylvia
Jordan, Joseph Klenk, Raymond
Leger, Joanne Libby (Balentine),
Norman Mackinnon, John Morris.
J. M. Murray, Rogert Nadeau, Stan-
ley Norton, Henry Plate, Jack
Sweet, E. E. Wieman, Marilyn Wy-
man.
SECTION 3—Bruno Baldacci.
Bernard Kerkowitz, Louis Ber-
nard, Florence Berube, Donald
Blackstone, C. H. Brennan, Walter
Buckley, Carl Cederstrom, Val
Clifford, Richard F. Edes, Bruce
Folsom, A. Douglas Glanville, Har-
old Haley, John Henderson, Betty
Heselton, Paul Kelleher. Chester
Kennedy, Robert Legere, Eliza-
beth Luce.
Joseph Lupsha, Joanne Mayo,
T. C. Mennealy. Kathryn Morris,
Dwight Parsons, William Powers,
C. R. Preble, David Ramsay. Wini-
fred Ramsdell. Raymond Wallace.
Ovilla Rossignol, Walter Sherman,
Gwendolyn Small. Valerie Smith.
Robert Stearns. Richard Tardiff,
Robert Whited, Niles Williams.
Raymond Woodman. Norman
Worthing.
PROJECT NO. 6
Development of Athletic
Grounds
Project Leaders: Margaret Mol-
ison, Curtis Lord.
Betty Allan, Donald Anderson,
Daniel Andrews, Irving Block,
Talmo Brooks. Frank W. Brown.
Francis Carmichael, Charles Chap-
man, Pauline Or meat, Ivan
Crouse, T. S. Curtis, 0. W. Davis,
Donald Eugley, Paul Glaude, Ir-
ving Grunes, Ruth Holland, Her-
bert Hurme, Donald Kennedy, Don-
ald Larabee, Leo Leclerc.
Daniel Marble, Ervin Maynard,
Elizabi.n Meyer, Peggy Milling-
ton, Marilyn Mills, Jean Polleys,
Rome Rankin, Ronald Rawson,
Harwood Steele, James Strick-
land, John Thomes, E. G. Tur-
melle, Peter Wedge, M. D. Weeks.
Sarah Weeks, Neil West, Robert S.
White, W. T. White.
PROJECT NO. 7
Cleaning the Memorial Gymnasium
Project Leaders: Cynthia Pierce,
William Powers.
Nancy Allen, Phyllis Atwood,
James Barrows, Caroline Beckler,
John Bennett, J. G. Benton, Phyl-
is Bingham, Richard Bleakney,
Warren Bowden, William Clark,
William Cox, Bristol Crocker, John
Crooker, Ruth Curtis, Ann Cutts,
Robert Dagdigian, Marilyn Den-
nett, Mary Jane Doyle, Martin
Fehlau, Yngurd Fehlau, Keith
Fowles, Carolyn Gerrish, Leo Gil-
bert, Lawrence Gray, Elroy Gross,
Jan Haley, Mary Hastings.
P. W. Higgins, Barbara Hoar,
Winifred Keith, C. S. Kirloskar,
Marcel Latouche, Dorothy Lord, D.
0. White, Olin McLaughlin, Ra-
mona McLaughlin, Leah Moulton.
Sylvester Naas, Ralph Noyes, Carl
Otto, Roger Peabody, Mary Rich-
ards, Peggy Sewall, E. R. Sim-
mons, J. W. Simmons, Emily Sma-
ha, Natalie Tarr, Bert Thorne,
S. M. Wallace, Donald Witham,
Nancy Whiting, Richard Whitney,
Harold Woodbury.
PROJECT NO. 8
Development of Picnic Grounds at
Stillwater
Project Leaders: Lora Moulton,
Donald Eames.
Walter Arseneau, Susan Beisel,
George Berger, Elwood Bigelow,
Bert Campbell, Charles Carlisle.
Dexey Carter, Nancy Carter, Earle
Clifford, Sherman Cole, Martha
Coles, Pat Costello, Joan Cunning-
ham, Robert Cunningham, Barbara
Davidson, Lee Davis, Lawrence
Day, Jeanne DeRoza, Madeline
Dickey, Ronald Everett, Foster
Gordon, Florence Greenleaf, Nancy
Hall.
James Harmon, Joan He ielton,
Vfargaret Hobbs, Edward Keith.
11argaret Knight, Walter LaPointe.
mllian L'Heureux, Merton Libby.
T. A. Malcolmson. Ruth Malta, Wil-
iam S. Mann, Olot Mercier, Mar-
-'tie Moore, Adelbert Norwood.
31oria Noyes, Ruth Pearson, Roger
Pendleton, Louise Powers, Rich-
ird Preble, Carl Robbins, R. 0.
Robbins, Bernard Rosenstein, Guy
Rowe. William Spear. Roger Thur-
:ell, Allison Tucker.
PROJECT NO. 9
Development of Picnic Grounds In
Back of Estabrooko
Project Leaders: Elinor Hansen,
Carl Perry.
Clara Bigelow, Leon Brown, G
T. Bryant, Kathleen Chambers.
{enneth Chatto, Robert Clawson.
Robert Covell, Alan Cuthbertson,
Donald Davis, Louis Dearosiers.
John DUMAS, Shirley Edwards.
Robert Epstein, Charles Gilman,
Roy Gove, Norman Gray. Beverly
Green, Leonard Harlow. Henry
Heel, Franz Hohn, Priscilla How-
ard. R. S. Ingraham, Emma Kil-
burn.
May 12 Is Annual Maine Day
There will be no 7:45 classes to make on May 12,
Maine Day, for that date is a University holiday. Faculty
and students do not need to worry about that 7:45 deadline
for on Maine Day everyone has fifteen extra minutes to
reach the campus. The big news will break on May 12 at
8:00 a. m.
The new mayor of the University of Maine will be an-
nounced on the steps of the new
library at 8:00 a. m. on Maine
Day. After a short speech of ac-
ceptance by his Honor, the mayor
will start the work on the proj-
ects at 8:20. From 8:20 until 11:30
the work of Maine Day will go on,
and by the end of this three hour
and ten minute period the cam-
pus will have been cleaned from
North Dorms to the Elms.
While the faculty and students
are working on the many projects
the refreshment committee will be
busy serving refreshments to a)1
project workers. The two way
radio communication system which
the equipment committee will have
in operation will facilitate the dis-
tr'bution of equipment where it is
needed and keep the refreshment
committee informed about the dis-
tribution of doughnuts and soft
drinks.
The mayoralty committee has ar-
ranged for the mayor candidates
to campaign actively from May 7
through MaY 10 and make their
final speeches on Monday night,
May 10. The interfraternity sing
will be held on the night of May
11 and all arrangements for this
annual affair and the vie dance
following the sing have been com-
pleted. The student faculty skits
will be presented on the night of
May 12 and a dance will follow
the presentation of these skits.
Following the completion of work
on the projects, baseball games
have been arranged between some
of the students and faculty and be-
tween men and women students.
The varsity baseball team plays
the afternoon of Maine Day.
The events leading up to Maine
Day and the events of that day pro-
vide fun for everyone. The cam-
pus is cleaned up, the new mayor
cleans up the political situation,
and the University as a whole has
a good time. Maine Day begins
at 8:00 a. m.—May 12, on the steps
of the new library.
Louise Litchfield, Carleton Mc-
Gary, Roderic Madore, Mary Mars-
den, Eugenia Melzar, Phillip
Moores, Virginia Nickerson, Betty
Pennell, John A. Perkins, Merlin
Perkins, Donald Peterson, Colleen
Richardson, Diane Rusk, Eliza-
beth Russell, Richard Seigers,
Warren Stoddard, Pat Ward, Mary
Whitcomb, William Wiggin, Joyce
Wilson.
PROJECT NO. 10
Work in the Botanical Gardens
Project Leaders: Jayne Hanson,
Barker Hopkins.
Clyde Adams, Bonnie Andrews,
Mary Bachelder, Donald Ballard,
Robert Boston, Betty Boterf, Anne
Cederstrom, Paul Chantal, Joyce
Chipman, Ray Chittick, Joan Craig,
Jan Crane. F. W. Crimp, Dot Cur-
tis, Hazel Day, C. 0. Dirks, Valerie
Esty, Evelyn Ellsworth, Ralph
Flynn, Martha Fogler, Ruth Fogler,
John Folsom, Everett Gerrish, L
Barkley Goodrich, Benjamin Gra-
ham, Barbara Grover, Wallace
Grovers, Betty-Jane Gruhn, Dave
Hale, Robert Hannigan, Jane
Harding, Ken Hill, W. C. Hinds.
Donald Hobbs, Marcia Howard,
Carleen Hoyt, Marilyn Hoyt, Fay
Hyland, Elizabeth Johnston, Don
Kinney, F. W. Klein, Ethel Knapp.
Donald Knowlton Marilyn Kobrin,
Mary Littlefield, Oma Lombard.
Earl Mercer, Albert Meserve, Jean
Miller, Jame Moulton, Jane Nichols,
Marilyn Noyes, E. C. Ogden, Ran-
dolph Olsen, Norman Parrott.
Frances Jarsons, John Parsons,
Robert Peacock, Monita Poliquin,
Alton Prince, John Quinn. Caroline
Rancourt, Pollie Rawlinson, Fer-
ris Ray, Joan Rossi. Jane Sibley.
Don Spear, Betty Small. F. H.
Steinmetz, Walter St. Onge, Robert
Stevens, Robert Thoits, Mary-
Grace Tibbetts, John Tilton, Paul-
ine True, Elizabeth Tufts, Mary-
Belle Tufts, Donald Tuttle, Joseph
Tyler, Merlin Wallace, Doroihy
Wentworth, James West. Jan Wil-
loch, William Willwerth, Pat Wood-
ward, Marjorie Verrill, Robert Zink.
PROJEt T NO. 11
Planting and Cleaning Around The
Heat lug: Plant
Project Leaders: Sylvia Dartnell.
James McBrady.
Sona Averill, Eva Burgess, Bar-
bara Burrowes. Hank Emery. K. R
Fleming, John Hall, Daniel Hatch.
William Johnson, Louis Lieber.
Joa, Look, Priscilla Lord, Carolyn
doores, Jerry Partridge.
PROJECT NO. 12
Work At The Elms
Project Leaders: Elizabeth Clark.
bland MacLeod.
George Ainsworth, Walter An-
lerson, James Ashby, Peter Bart-
ett, Tuck Bayer, James Beaudry.
Nor] Beecher, Allen Brackett, Don
'and, John Cervone, Jack Cher-
'ten. Thomas Collins, Joseph Con-
nary, Charles Drake. Keith Fortier.
Robert Freeman, Harold Hanson.
Seldon Harlow George Higgins,
William Hurd. Everett Johnson,
John Keeney, Robert Kelley, R.
Kenneally. Edward Lauritzen,
Robert LePage, Lorenzo Littlehale,
Eunice Ober, A. D. Panarese.
Victor Pooler. Bernard Rams-
dell, Leroy Randall, Gerald A.
Rideout.' Robert Johnson, Milton
Silverman, Lawrence C. Smith,
Murray Stebbins. Richard Sturte-
vant, George Weinstein, James
Wheeler, Norman Whiting, John
Wishart.
PROJECT NO. 13
Work in the University Forest
Project Leaders: Dorothea But-
er, Charles Brown.
Henry Albert. Alex Alexskis.
Edward Alexander. Warren Alletf,
Richard Arsenault. R. I. Ashman.
Darryl Heise'. Anne Berman, Sid-
ney Bessey, F. K. Beier, Joseph
Bilodeau, George Blaisdell, John
Boynton, Jean Brewer, F. 0. Brit-
tain, Frances Cook. Stanley Cross.
Bob Dennis, E. J. Dewitt, John
Files, Frederick Glover, Marilyn
Goldman, L. R. Grimes, Herbert
Harriman, Frederick Ileald, Char-
les Horner, Lewis Hughes, Emn.a
Ingraham, Raymond Keough,
George LaBonte, Arthur ',Innen,
'heodore Littlefield, Robert LoweIl.
Elwin Macomber. Howard Won-
(Continued on Next Page)
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Interfraternity Sing on May 11
The annual Interfraternity Sing will get under way in Memorial
Gym at 7:30 p.m. on May 11. Prank Haines will act as Master of
Ceremonies for the contest in which groups of singers from eleven
fraternities will compete for the cup donated by the Cleveland Alumni.
The judges for the sing will be Prseident Arthur A. Hauck, Dean
Elton E. Wieman and Mrs. James A. Gannett as judges without votes,
and the voting judges will be Mr. N. P. Allen, Dr. Irwin Douglas, Mr.
Raymond Floyd, Mr. Everett S. Hurd, and Prof. Matthew McNeary.
Following the sing a vic dance will be held in the Gym under the
direction of the dance committee headed by Bruce Folsom. There will
be no admission charge for the dance.
The program for the sing with the songs to be sung and the leader
of group from each fraternity is listed below:
ALPHA TAU OMEGA  Paul Payson
Old Alpha and Our Jewels
This Is My Country  Raye-Jacobs
DELTA TAU DELTA  Parker N. Blaney
Soon I Will Be Done Negro Spiritual
arr. by Dawson
Delta Tau Delta Medley
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA  Evan R. Johnson
Drinking Son (from the Student Prince)  Romberg
Lambda Chi Fireside Song  McMullin
PHI ETA KAPPA  Richard Cutts
Love's Old Sweet Song  
Molloy
Phi Eta Kappa Dringing Song  Cutts and Preti
PHI GAMMA DELTA  Philip D. Cabot
Mosquitoes
Phi Gamma Delta Medley
PHI KAPPA SIGMA  George E. Ainsworth
Juanita  Spanish Folksong
My Phi Kappa Girl
PHI MU DELTA  William Farnsworth
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot Negro Spiritu
al
Phi Mu Delta Medley
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON  Philip W. Stackpole
Battle Hymn of the Republic  Anonymous
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Medley
SIGMA CHI  Donald Hobbs
Hallelujah (from Hit the Deck)  Youmans
Sigma Chi Serenade  Rockwe
ll
arr. by Cobb
J. Gordon Webster
 Bliss
SIGMA NU
Song of the Volga Boatman  Russian Folkso
ng
Sigma Nu Medley
THETA CHI  Alec Alenskis
The Holy City 
Theta Chi Medley
Adams
Maine Day Workers, 1948
(Continued from Preceding)
ton, Brian Neal, Phyllis Osgood,
George Peirce, William Pelletier,
A. C. Randalls, Howard Reynolds,
Eva Stinson, William True, S. E.
Tung. Rudolph Violette, Mary
Yates. Betty Zuckerman.
PROJECT NO. 14
Work in the Forest Nursery
Project Leaders: Marguerite Wa-
terman. John Walker.
Alden Bally, Rip Banton, Ernest
Bean, Harry Bickford, Neal Bren-
nan, Donald Brooks, Beth Burgess,
Ronald Clifford, Olive Cline, Helen
Cumming, Paul Dobosz, Philip
Dyer. Richard Emmons, A. Hamlin,
Constance Howe, Marilyn Isacson.
Richard Jordan. Rodolph L'Heu-
reux, Charles Kitteridge. Joseph
Leary, Lionel Lord, Fred Ccann,
Kenneth McDonald, Johce McGould-
rick, S. MacKinnon. William Miller,
James Oliver. Ethelyn Phi'brick,
Henry Plummer. Frances Pratt
Bryce Priest. Paulina Robbins,
Howard Slaney, Marian Stanley,
Peter Tandy. E. F. Thode, Carl
Wilubr. Carolyn Woods.
PROJECT NO. 15
Work is the N. C. A. Building
Project Leaders: Mary Dirks,
Napoleon Spenard.
Lee Ambrose. Barbara Attner,
Betty Baker, William Flarron, El-
bert Bates, Edward Baylis, Fran-
ces Brochu, Robert Finney, Ken-
neth Giddings, James Goodwin.
Conrad (;rondin, Raymond Gross,
Eugene Hart, Joan Harvey, Paul-
ine Johnson, Richard Johnson, Ka-
thleen Johnson. Pat Jones, Nancy
Jordan, Miriam Kochakian, Betty
Leard, Jean Lynaugh, Jane Mc-
Glauflin, Gloria Ma( Kenzie. Elaine
MacNichol, Mary Mehann, Eleanor
_ Ali,'e. Per-
ry, Clarence Pinette. Ruth Preble,
Helen Quinn, Ramon Rakoff, Ja-
nice Scales. Barbara Sewell, Paul
Sheehy, Rosalie Snow, Jeanette
Staples, Anna St. Onge, June Swan-
ton, Philip Tarr, Roy Thayer
Coralie Todd, Juan Violette, Alan
Wagner, Rosemary White, Chen-
tung Yen.
PROJECT NO. 16
Construction of Paths and Walks
Project Leaders: Doris Merrill,
ames DesRoches.
Dorothy Ansell, Oliver Axtell,
Norman Barnes, Charles Barr, Mal-
colm Bartlett. Bernie Henn, Philip
Bickford. William Bodwell, Gilbert
Boggs,Robert Bouchard, G. H.
Bragdon, Frederick Burden, Gloria
Castner, Mike Cherneski, Donald
Clough, Olive Coffin, Robert Cool,
Rosemarie Cote, Marie Crane, Al-
len Darrell, Stanley Davis, Peter
DelMonaco, Henry Federico. Nancy
Foster, Richard George, William
Gorrill, Robert Harlow, Halver
Hart, Franklin Hayford.
Harry Hawkes, Janet Hobbs,
Franklin Howe, Winfred Joy.
Richard Kelson, Venita Kittredge.
Vivian Lapierre, E. J. Lebrun,
Gilbert LeClair, Elaine Lockhart,
'hilip Lowell, Robert S. Macdonald
Catherine McCann, Keith McKay.
Paul Mayberry, Robert Merchant
Richard Murray, Joseph Nadeau,
Robert Nordstrom, Roberta Pack-
ard, Harley Remick, Carleton
Ring, Harold Rogers, John Ryder,
Paul Sackley, Richard Savage, Wil-
liam Scamman, Galen Sheldon.
Theodore Sherman, Vaughan
Shaw, Donald Simpson, Frederick
Simpson, Robert Snowman, Phillip
Spencer, Doris StAck, Gwen Stew-
art, Ronald Stewart. Ralph Stevens,
Bill Stickel, Robert Sullivan.
Richard Taft, Richard Tamm,
Frank Taylor, Robert B. Thomp-
son, Ray Titcomb, Vaughn Tot-
nan,Henry Trott, Knowlton Trust,
:Lilian Turner, George Wadlin, Wil-
iam R. Walker, Frederick Watson,
Paul White, Phillip Witherell,
.'ohn Zollo.
,PROJECT NO. 17
Women's Gymnasium (W. A. A.
Project)
Project Leader: Jean Wallace.
Ruth Berglund, E. R. Biggers,
Robert Burt, Joann Burton, Robert
Caldwell, Parks Carle, Helen
Carlin, John Carson, Stephen Ca-
sakos, Dave Chapman, Vito Cicco-
telli, Clair Shirley, S. Clarke, (Mil.
Dept.), Lucille Connors, Roberta
Conant, Rita Crabtree, Joyce Gross-
land, Lois Deering, Elinor Dick-
son, John F. Dow, Norma Drum-
mond, Threse Dumais, Eugene
Dunn, Arnold Golding, Donald
Grant, Harlan Choate, Jane Hast-
ngs, Norma Hatch, Betty Hemp-
stead, Arthur Hubbard.
Barbara Jacobs, Frederick John-
son, Marie Johnson, Paul Keene.
Morna Kimball, Serrita Lane.
lobert Lincoln, Eleanor Martin,
lobert Nickless, Roger Oakes,
lichard Packard, Tony Papado-
)oulos, Beverely Peacock, Carrol
lobbins, Willis Robinson, Rachel
.3eavey, Gene Shipley, Evelyn Shur,
lalph Snyder Alton Sproul, Her-
iey Tardif, Amy Thomas, Robert
Chomas, Beatrice Thornton, Emery
Tillson, Robert Tillson, Orman
Tozier, Walter Wick.
PROJECT NO. IS
Development and Improvement of
the Ski Slope
Project Leader: Barbara Hast-
ings, John Stimpson.
David Allen, Badger Royden.
Jerome Bernier, Frederick Bigney.
Allison Catheron, Edward Chase,
Lee Clifford, Milton Coleman, H.
Collins, Myrtle Cox, Nancy Doore,
Kent Erickson, Anne Gould, Mar-
jorie Grant. Dewey Gray, Hamil-
ton Gray, Frederic Irish.
William J. Mason, Gerald May-
berry, William Merrill, Marion A.
Packard, Linwood Pearson, R. B.
Petersen, David Pierce, R. Robin-
son, Albert Starbird, David Sykes,
Richard Tainter, Lucille Thomp-
son, John Williams, Morton Vaugh-
an, Victor Mandoff, Edie Anne
Young.
PROJECT NO. 19
Cnttng Brushi in Orchard
Project Leader: Margaret Hanks,
Mark Shedd.
Kenneth Abbott, Roger Addor,
Howard Bamford, Stanley Bemis,
Wendell Bither, Pauiyn Cheney,
Bert Chesterton, Donald Chick. M.
D. Cohen, Beverly Currier, Jean-
ne Day, George Dusty, Frances-
jane Foster, Dwight Frye, Gerald
E. Gallagher, Ronald Gallant, Wil-
liam Gowen, Richard Green, Mar-
garet Hanks, Madolyn Hawes
Joyce Henderson, Melvin G. Hovey
Jacqueline Howell, Mary Jackins
Maynard Jordan, Jean Paul Lor-
anger, John MacDonald.
Frank Moors, Judy Newton
Robert Nutter, Sam Page, Stew
Parker. Sherman Pelton, Evelyn
Pratt, Bernard Prescott, Frederick
Rosebush, Pemelia Townsend, J
H. Waring.
PROJECT NO. 20
Picnic Area Near the Orchard
Lois Avery, Conrad Beaulieu
Harry Bell, Albert Boynton, Wes-
ley Bradford. Wendell Bubar, Ed-
ward Crowell. Eric Doughty, Phil-
lip Downie. Nancy Fleweling
"rank Gorham, Alfred Harrington
lilaine Hawkes, Howard Hodgdon
Nancy Hubbard, Muriel Kender-
dine, Barbara LaFionty, Betty Jane
Ladd. Frank Landers, Leo Lapidus.
Stephen Law.
Beryl Leach, Virginia Littlefield
Helen McKenna, Jean Marriner
Dorothy Mitchell, Jean Nelson.
Helen Nickerson, Phyllis Norton
Nancy Pike, Roger Pinkham, Clark
Potter, Leroy Rand, Phillip Sang-
ster, Priscilla Thomas, Lloyd Var-
ney, Jane Walker, Lorraine Ward.
Robert Waterman, Harlan Witham,
Beatrice Young.
PROJECT NO. 21
Work In Carnegie Hall
Project Leader: John R. Camp-
bell.
Stanwood Adley, Lois Bailey, Jan
Bannister, Charles Chadwick, J. F.
Claffie, Frederick Cushman, Mar-
garet-Jane Gorham, G. L. Gatcomb,
Louise Hamlin, Leonard Leenan,
George Kirk, Elizabeth Littlefield.
Thelma Lord, John McGonigle,
Barbara Morang, Theresa Oreilly,
Pauline Parent, Barbara Richard-
son, David Simonton, Merle Web-
ber.
PROJECT NO. 22
Parking Area Near Poultry
Building
Project Leader: Jasper Haggerty
Beverly Artus, Paul Albert,
Harry Allen Luther Amos, Claude
Archer, Bernard Austin, Carl
Bache-Wiig, Ralph Barnett, Nancy
Beverage, Robert Bleakney, Law-
rence Boyd, Francis Boyle, Burtis
Brown, Doveen Bryant, Caroline
Colwell, Thomas Coughlin, Mary-
Jane Crockett, E. M. Crossland,
Fernand Daigle, Keith Day, Wil-
liam Deehan, Dwight Demeritt,
Benjamin Doble, Neil Dow, Robert
Eaton, William Findlin, Robert
Fletcher, P. F. Foley.
A. Leon Fournier, Sam Fuller,
Pat Gallagher, Warren Gay, Erwin
Gifford, Fay Gray, Millicent Gup-
till, Howe Hall, Mary Healy, P. W.
Higgins, Charles Holt, Dottie Jack,
Beverly Jordan, Norman Jose,
Norwood Joy, Beth Judkins, Law-
rence Kangas, Marian Keith, Rus-
sell Kuehling, Shirley Lang, Rich-
ard Lockhart, Marjorie MacMartin,
John Martin. Mary Moore, Richard
Nelson, Eugene O'Brien.
Eden Osgood, Ferdinand Pont-
briand, Ernest Parizo, Harold Peas-
ley, Leslie Ray, Reginald Roderick,
Philip Seal, M. Shaughnessy,
Samuel Simonds, Bernadette Stein
Wallace Sterling, Priscilla Sturte-
vant, Marguerite Sullivan, Wayne
Susi, Thomas Sweetser, Robert
Thibeault, D. M. Thompson, Don
Trembley, Elizabeth Turner, May-
nard Waddington, Eldridge Wal-
lace, Hilda Ward, Scott Webster.
Mary White, Charles Williams,
Dave Winchester, Lester Yoffe.
PROJECT NO. n
Picnic Area Near Great Works
Project Leaders: Teddie Powers
Charles Barr.
Arthur M. Boynton, Richard
Briggs, James H. Brown, Florence
Bruce, Jean Brunjes, Elinor Buck,
Carol Carr, Lawrence Collier, An-
thony Comeau, Alison Comstock,
Ralph Cook, Dave Dexter, Alferd
Fortier, Frank D. Foster, Helen
Friend, Joan Frye, Julien Giguere,
Stanley Greaves.
Esther Greenlief, B. L. Hamil-
ton, John Hamlin, Marjorie Hill,
Hal Jack. Marilyn Jones, Stanley
Judkins, Harlan Luce, Richard
Mathews, Albert Meyer, Roland
Murdock, John O'Connor, Gerard
Paradis, Warren Perkins, Janet
Pettee, Richard Prindall.
Lee Porter, Gordon Heade, Paul
Rourke, Alfred Saindon, Bernard
Shaw, June Smith, Marge Steb-
bins, Howard Storer, Henry Thi-
bodeau, Jean Tourtillotte, Clinton
Tripp. Verna Wallace, Harold
Whitney, Lois Whitney, Mortimer
Williams, Marion Young.
PROJECT NO. 24
Removal of Dead Trees
Project Leader Elmer Orcutt.
Margaret Batson, Eugene Ber-
nard, Jerome Clifford, Lucille Con-
nors, Roger Davis, Joyce Emery.
David Estes, Earl Estes, Jessie
Freese, Jacqueline French, Betty
Friedler, Donald Fuller, Napoleon
Garant, Irving Garber, James Gil-
chrest. Franklin Groves, Agnes
Gray, Veron Goff, Harold Goldberg.
Virginia Healy, Win Hibbard,
James Jalbert, Marguerite Jones,
Virginia Kennedy, Leslie Larson,
Robert Leahy, B. Joy Leighton,
Hon Lesniewski, Richard L. Libby,
Margaret McDonnell, Gifford Mer-
chant, Milton Mills, Grace Moore,'
Robert Moran, L. Paul Newton.
Stephen Orach, Elaine Perkins.
Angelo Polito, Edward Richter.
Priscilla Roberts, Henry Saunders.
Marilyn Seavey, Sheldon Sokel,
Victor Suneson, Kenneth Ture,
Assignments
For Maine Day
Completed
The task of assigning students
and faculty to the various pro-
jects is a long and difficult job.
Many of the projects, naturally,
are more popular than others.
Many men students would rather
work around the Elms than rake
leaves, and many women would
rather do anything except work
at the women's gym. But Maine
day is clean-up day, and all of the
projects must have workers. The
ideal solution would be to have
Lana Turner raking leaves and
Charles Boyer in charge of the
work group at the women's gym,
but due to normal circumstances
this could not be arranged.
However, the projects committee
has solved the problem of assign-
ing workers to projects in the only
possible way. In all cases first
choices could not be arranged be-
cause so many people desired cer-
tain jobs, so workers were assign-
ed to the projects of their second
or third choice. In a few cases
students and faculty were assign-
ed projects they had not request-
ed, but it was the only solution
possible, for the projects committee
had to have enough workers on
every project to accomplish the
planned program.
Within a few days the project
assignment cards will be returned
so that every member of the facul-
ty and student body will know
where he or she is to work on
Maine Day. The date is May 12 and
there is lots of work to do. Maine
Day starts with a bang at 8:00
a.m. when the new Mayor will b e
announced on the new library
steps. Be there at 8:00 sharp and
spend the rest of the day taking
part in Maine Day activities.
William Walker, John Welch, John
Worcester, Richard Young, Robert
Zellner.
PROJECT NO. 25
Repair of Estabrooke Tennis Court
Project Leaders: Alice Fonseca,
R. Taylor.
Harrison Clifford, Robert Four-
nier, M. Gardiner, Mary Gerrisk,
Grace Griffin, Alberta Haines, Da-
vid Hamlin, Charles Hightower,
Iorna Kramer, G. Letarte, Frances
Litchfield, Helen Noyes, John Mac
Farlane, Gladys Sampson, Whit
Shaw, Gerald Theriault, E. C. Tit
comb, Edwin Walden.
DEPARTMENTAL PROJECTS
List of students who will work
on departmental projects are list-
ed below.
Art Gallery I'roject
Elaine Craig, Jean Gowdey, Mar-
garet Gowdey, Margaret Hall, Bar-
bara Hines, Patricia Palmer, Molly
Schwartz, Al Shulman, Constance
Thomes, Robert Warren.
Masque Project
Marnel Abrams, Lydia Backer,
John Ballou, Clayton Briggs, James
R. Buck, Carol Carr, Marian Car-
ter, Joan Childs, Neal Cotneau,
Robert Cool, Mary Dirks, Lois Doe-
scher, Kenneth Downing, Alfred
Dumais, Lawrence Dunn, Robert
Dwelley, Richard Fairfield.
George Gonyar, Gerald Herman- i
son, Thomas Higgins, Richard Ir-
win, Joseph Klenk, Elaine Lock-
hart, Marjorie Malloy, Paul Pay-
son, Janice Pettee, Fern Pons-
briand. Robert Preble, Richard
Schon land, Ruth Small, Beatrice
Towne.
Zoology Department Project
Angus Black, Sylvio Cyr, Fre('
erick Dean, A. W. Dipper, Leo Gil
bert, F. E. McCormack, Earl Mer
cer, Edward Mikalonis, Dona,
Odone, Carleton B. Ring.
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of that game, and before three outs
been made. faine had five runs!
vithunt a ball g,)itn..,- out of the
The Junior Bears went on to paste a
12-3 defeat on Higgins.
Norm Shaw's vent pitching on Mon-
day against Coburn pleased Sam Se-
7a1.:. San/ was all smiles for a chance.
as the ninth inning rolled around. The
.1V's now boast a 2-0 record, and the
o nposition has been limited to a total ;
of eleven hits in 15 innings. That's 1
rot had at all.
Barndollar. Styrna, Tupper, and
Dunkke personally led New Hamp-
shire to a decisive win over the Maine
tracksters last Saturday. Barndollar
took three firsts and a second for top
honors of the meet. and Tupper and
Styrna took two firsts. The Wildcats
are considered among the best in New
England. behind Brown and Harvard,
but Maine was expected to close the
margin more than the 32 points differ-
ence. New Hampshire's supremacy in
the weights anparently was the crusher
in the meet. Marsanskis won one sec-
ond place. and a third, and Phillips fin-
ished second in his specialty, the jave-
lin.
The mile proved to he one of the
best events of the afternoon.
Spring football has been going on for
more than a week. but one would never
know it. Less than 40 men are out
with Eck Allen in preparation for next
fall's season.
One of the best sources for argu-
ment in intramural softball is the
"rocker" pitch. The pitch is completed
after the hurler Nyinds up and rocks
Isis arm back and forth several times,
then throws the hall. According to
IMAA rules, the pitch is illegal. The
pitcher is entitled to only two wind-
ups, which must start from the chest.
Still another thorn in the side of
MA A =vs: The pitcher cannot ex-
ceed a limit of six inches in the dis-
tance between his body and the fore-
arm of his pitching arm.
The intramnral softball this
year, thanks to Hal W !bury,
has been proceeding wonderful-
ly. The schedule has been
pli ttttt an that games are not
played every night of the week.
This gives ih. inning teams
o nppiirtnits ii, e practic on
the field for cooling game‘. and
titol 111;tho.I great rnsh for
iuli ing space •n im•%itable.
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Bear Facec, I
-
By JERRY ROGOW N
The State Series atmosphere is in
the air once again this week. Title play
started in baseball on Wednesday
against once-beaten Bowdoin, and the
state track meet will be held this Sat-
urday.
Bowdoin was the top favorite in the
baseball series, but their hopes were
deflated by underrated Bates on Mon-
day, 4-3. (Yesterday's game with the
Bobcats proved - appropriate sen-
tence -.) Walks and errors by Bow-
doin caused the loss of their opener
despite a perfect day at bat for. Burke.
who drove in all three runs.
The Bears went into the Bow-
dohs game with one victory in
five starts on the record. The
Maine team may pick up this
week when the weather is bet-
ter. The hitting has generally
beets few and far between. Al-
though Woodbrey, Dieffenbach.
Coombs. and Cherneski have
maintained high averages so far.
the base hits have not been
bunched enough to produce
many tallies. The pitching has
been fairly good for the Maine
men. but the fielding support
Bob Emerson, Maine's ace pole vaulter, makes it look so easy.
-Newhall photo
has been rather ragged. ;
Go Rageed fielding paid off for Maine's colr Tennis, Trac, 17' last Friday. Higgins booted the k
noel enough in the first inning On Week-End Spor Pi ograrn
P1,-:;;.,- of action will be in store this
week end for campus sports fans as all
the University's athletic teems swi.•g
into action on Friday and Saturday at
()rout).
Bill Kenyon's varsity Baseltallm!n
I ope to g2t the weekend off on the
right foot Friday when they meet
Rhode Island here. The Bears have
already dropped one game to the Rams
and will be out for revenge Friday.
On Saturday they travel to Bates for
the second State Series game. Bates
got offto a gool start on Monday by
downing Bowdoin. the State Series
favorite.
Bowdoin will furnish the opposition
Saturday for the tennis and golf teams.
Both Coach Small's netmen and Charlie
Emerey's golf squad have gotten away
to slow starts and will find the competi-
tion rough against the Polar Bears.
Bowdoin took the State golf title last
year. but will n.1- their ace Ray Lebei.
who is no longer at school.
Maine entertains the other State
,ehools in the Series Track Meet.1 -
. Coach Jenkins' men, still smarting from
the New Hampshire reversal, will be
favi wed to take the meet. An added
attraction will be the long awaite:1
meeting of Maine and Bowdoin. Sat-
t.nlay's action should forever quiet the
controversy over which is the better
team, and who can call themselves
State Champs.
. Late Sports
Maine dropped their State series
opener to Bowdoin yesterday, 4-2,
The tennis team dropped a close one
to Bates, 5-4.
Charlie Emery's golf team salvaged
a little glory as they defeated Bates.
!8I/2' to 1/';.
Women's Sports
The volleyball dorm tournament
ended this week with the Elms the
undisputed champs. The Elms team
received 100% rating by winning all
their games. North Estabrooke was
second, winning 75% of their games.
Balentine, West Hall. and East Hall
were tied for third.
Jane (Chippy) Moulton has keen
appointed Softball Manager by the
WAA executive council. The dorm
tournament schedule will be dram up
next week. The following managers
have been selected in each dorm to
assist the head manager: Jeanne De
Roza. Balentine; Elizabeth Marden,
Elms; Floriece Pratt. N. Estabrooke;
Jean M iller, S. Estabrooke; Caroline
Randlett. Colvin; Phyllis Osgood.
East I fall: and Carlene Hoyt. West
Hall.
Tennis Manager Dot Stanley has
drawn up the schedule for the woolen's
singles tennis tournament. It will be
posted in the Women's Gym. Entrants
should locate their opponents and ar-
range playoffs as soon as possible.
Th, first round should he completed by
\\ MaY twelfth.
, Barbara Vaughn will act as chair-
man for the committee in charge of the
Annual WAA Recognition Banquet,
to be held June 2. Women's athletic
awards will be given out and the Seal
Wearers will be announced at the
!banquet.
Caroline Beckler, a member of the
class of '51 from West Hall. defeated
Barbara Packard, a sophomore from
Balentine, in the finals of the bad-
minton tournament, in an exhibition
game for the high school students who
attended the Annual Play Day last
Saturday. By strange coincidence both
girls hail from LaTtsque, Quebec,
Canada. Badminton is notably a Cana-
dian game. The experience and skill
of both was evidenced by the way they
won all of their previous games and
by the closeness of the final contest.
The six high schools of Old Town,
Orono. Bangor, John Bapst. Brewer,
and Hampden Academy were repre-
sented at the Annual Play Day held on
Saturday, May hat from 9:30 to 4 in
the Women's Gym. Mary Zelenke-
wich, '49, acted as chairman for the
overall program. Slw was assisted by
Helen Buzzell, Caroline Strong, and
Flo Greenleaf on programs ; Ann
Dibblee and Floriece Pratt on registra-
tion; Rena Thornlike On equipment ;
and Betty Arnold on luncheon.
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Bears Favored in Series,
Beaten By New Hampshire
The Bears received one of their
worst beatings in years at the hands of
the New Hampshire Wildcats Satur-
day. The Cats, led by Frank Barndol-
lar. Ed Styrna, Norton Tupper, Dick
Lopes. and Si Dunklee, had little
diculty in piling up an 832/5 to 51V3
pmargin over the home team.
Barndollar was top man for the day,
winning the 100 and 220-yard dashes,
the 220-yard low hurdles. and placing
second in the 120-yard high hurdles.
Styrna won the hammer and javelin,
while Tupper led the field in the discus
and shot-put.
New Hampshire won 13 of the 15
events, losing only the pole vault and
high hurdles. Blaine Beal's victory
over Barndollar in the high hurdles
was about all that Maine had to cheer
about for the day.
The summary :
Javelin: 1. Styrna ( NH ) 2. Phillips
( ) 3. Gamble (NH ) ; 186 ft. 6 in.
16-pound Hammer: 1. Styrna
(NH) 2. Marsanskis (Mt 3. Orach
( M ) ; 165 ft.
Pole Vault: 1. Emerson (M)
(M) tie 3. Webber ( Mt : 11 ft.
Discus : 1. Tupper NH)( 2. Lopes
( NH ) 3. Gamble NH ) 138 ft. 5 in.
120-yd. HH : 1. Beal (M 2. Earn-
dollar I NH ) 3. King (M) 15.7 sec.
100-yd. Dash: 1. Barndollar (NH)
2. Simmons ( M 3. Hammond M )
10.1 sec.
High Jump: 1. Varney ( NH) 2.
Langdon ( NH> Gamble ( NH ) Brown
(M) tie: 6 ft. 1 in.
Mile: 1. Dunklee ( NH) 2. Wallace
( M) 3. Folsom (Mt : 4:39.5.
440-yd. Run: 1. Sweet N
Brown t M 3. Bleakney , ! :
sec.
Broad Jump: 1. Lopes ( NH ) 2.
Haynes (Mt 3. Barker ( NH ) ; 21 :•.
10 in. WAA PresidentTwo-mile: I. Wilson ( NH 2.
Paulson (NH ) 3. Dunklee ( NH) ; i The Physical Education Department
10:11.5. phas announced the results of the annual
Shot Put: I. Tupper (NH) 2. John- ' election of officers of the Women's
son (NH ) 3. Marsanskis (M : 42 it 'Athletic Association. Thelma Cross-
in. land . is president, Betty Friedler is
220-yd. LH : 1. Barndollar ( NH) vice president, the treasurer is Ger-
2. Beal (M ) 3. Humes (M) ; 25.2 sec. maine Bellefleur. and the secretary is
Carolyn Rowell.
President Thelma "Bing" Crossland,
a Home Economics and Sociology
major from Orono, has been very
active in athletics. She has held the
offices of Secretary and Vice President
of WAA. She was on the Penny Car-
nival Committee and was the advisor
of the Junior WAA Council.
Vice President Betty Friedler, a
The Maine Jayvees won their second Physical Education major from Lewis-
straight baseball game here on Mon- ton, was Secretary of W.A.A. this
day as they trounced Coburn Classical
by a score of 11-6 in a loosely played
contest. Norm Shaw set the Coburn
club down with four hits and struck
(ant seven men in his seven inning stint.
1:is;•cr117 inwhile Ernie ighthfniel'ta 
inning.
rItik ainen, who relieved
was almost as
Tho vvrec scored five times in the
;r4t innincr on twel walks IIV Coburn
hmler Dick frmr Cobnrn
errors, and Reggie lord's single. The
,-isitors scored fonr in the third hut
she hminr Bears matched that in the
civtli when George Gras- clubbed a
long trinle to (leen left field with the
iNn4e4 loaded and then scored on
Emery's single. Both cliffic scored
twice in the seventh.
Gray's trinle and Hank Emery's
three bits were the standout offensive
contributions while Reggie T.ord came
on with the fielding play of the after-
noon with a abekband stop of Rill
Clark's line drive to short stop.
The Maine track squad will attempt
to defend its state title Saturday on
Alumni Field against the other three
Maine colleges. The Bears won the
title easily last year, scoring 67 points
to Bowdoin's 45 and Bates' 23, with
Colby going scoreless. Maine sup-
posedly goes into the meet as the fa-
vorite, but there's little room for op-
timism on the basis of the showing
against New Hampshire Saturday.
Bowdoin has a strong team and has
been planning for the meet since early
last winter. The Polar Bears couldn't
meet .Maine in indoor track, supposed-
ly because of schedule difficulties.
If planning and scouting do any
good, Johnny Magee's squad should
win the title going away. Illagee's se-
cret tactics this spring would do jus-
tice to Notre Dame's football scout-
ing.
In a rtect with Colby a few weeks
ago he arranged to have all distances
changed so that none of the running
events were made over standard dis-
tances. This apparently keeps Chet
Jenkins front finding out how good
the team is.
In an out-of-state meet he even
managed to have the summary kept
t out of the papers.
At the Maine-New Hampshire meet.
Bowdoin scouts armed with pencils.
paper. and stop watches hovere•1
around every event. If there's any-
thing they missed it wasn't wort:i
. seeing.
Unfortunately for Magee. however.
knowing the sii,eed of a Maine man
isn't going to make his men any faster.
; The final decision must still be settled
on the track. and Maine is still the
state champ until Bowdoin proves
otherwise.
880-yd. Run: 1. Webb (NH) 2.
Wallace (M) 3. Folsom (M) ; 2:03.4.
220-yd. Dash: 1. Barndollar (NH)
2. Taylor (Ml 3. Simmons (M) 22.1
sec.
Jayvees Top Coburn
For Second Win
Thelma Crossland
year. She has played on all the class
teams in sports. She is in the Tumbl-
ing Club and on the Playday Commit-
tee. She belongs to the Officials Club
and has her rating front the Eastern
Maine Board in Bangor.
Germaine Bellefleur, the treasurer,
is from Madison and is a French ma-
jor. She was the Junior Class Leader
on the W.A.A. Council, played basket-
ball, hockey, and volleyball and is on
the All Maine basketball team. She is
in the Square Dance Club and was on
the Penny Carnival Committee. She
is also on the Sports Day Committee.
Carolyn Rowell. a Physical Educa-
tion major from Saco, is the new secre-
tary. She was the Freshman represen-
tative to W.A.A.. she has played on
the Frosh hockey and basketball
teams and in the Dorm League for
basketball and volleyball and is in the
Square Dance Club.
Support the Good Will Drive.
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Mayoralty Rules
Announced In Full
The rules governing the mayoralty
campaign have been announced in part,
and are given here in their entirety.
1. Candidates may make speeches,
perform stunts, or hold debates only
at the following times. FRIDAY, May
7: 7 a.m. to 7:45 a.m., the ten minute
interval between classes, and from 5:35
to 8:00 p.m. SATURDAY, May 8: 7 a.m.
to 7:45 a.m., the ten minute interval
between classes, and from 12:35 to
8 p.m. SUNDAY, May 9: No activity.
MONDAY, May 10: Same as Friday.
Final speeches will be made on
MONDAY, May 10, between 7 and 8
p.m., in the Memorial Gymnasium.
2. Campaign speeches are to be
kept on a high moral level, and candi-
dates are to refrain from making low
or base remarks.
3. No campaign activities shall be
carried on within any building on cans-
pus, with the exception noted in Rule 9.
4. Any candidate making two com-
plimentary remarks about one of his
opponents is automatically disqualified.
5. Hornblowing, cheering, fanfare,
and other similar noise is permissible
only during the hours listed in Rule 1.
6. There will be no automobile pa-
rades. More than two cars shall con-
stitute a parade.
4, 7. Speeches, stunts, and campaign
activities in which the candidate or his
supporters participate shall not be
carried on beyond the limits of the
campus. Campus is defined as extend-
.
Hillel Begins Campaign
To Aid European Jews
1 lie Hillel Foundation began its
campaign for funds for the United
Jewish Appeal with the appearance of
Murray Aranoff, seaman on the S. S.
Exodus refugee ship, at a meeting
Tuesday, May 4, in the MCA Lounge.
This is part of a national campaign
to raise 250 million dollars for re-
settlement and rebuilding of Palestine,
and for aid and sustenance of the dis-
placed persons in Europe.
Co-chairmen of the Maine drive are
Sylvia Benson and Beatrice Young.
Members of the committee are Adele
Goos, Red Epstein, Doris Stack, Leon-
ard Minsky, Milt Raben, Red Zimmer-
man, Mary Ann Hillson, Mort Etting-
er, Elizabeth Zaitlin, Hilda Livingston,
and Stan Miller.
ing from the North end of the Orono
bridge to the North end of the North
Dormitory area.
8. All campaign activities shall be
limited to those which do not endanger
the health of any person, or do not
cause damage to any property.
9. Where permission is obtained in
advance from the person in charge,
speeches may be made in the Universi-
ty dining halls during meal hours.
Any infraction of the above rules
will result in disqualification of the
candidate. The campaign committee
shall be the sole judge of all infrac-
tions of these rules.
Support Maine Day.
•
Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
THE ALLAN-LEWIS CO.
181 Exchange St.
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Our subject for today is
Wide-spread
Van Britt
Average length
Van Carson
xford
Wide-spread,
Button-down
Ace
Here's your favorite classic in smart new editions by
Van !Jensen, MS. (Master Shirtmakers.) This is rich,
luxurious oxford-sparkling white-laboratory tested and
Sanforized. A new shirt free if your Van Ileusen shrinks
out of size! These three collar models make you a smart
scholar in the eyes of any class, or lass. All feature new
low-setting "Comfort Contour" collar styling, action-room
tailoring, tug-proof pearl buttons. $3.95 and $4.95.
PHILLIPS-JONES CORP., NEW YORK 1, NEW YORK.
You're the man most likely to succeed in
c)
 Van Heinen Shirts
TIES • SPORT SHIRTS • PAJAMAS
6:30-7:00 P.M.
WABI
Men's Senate Presents Constitution
Article I
Description and Name
Sec. I. This constitution shall gov-
ern the men's student body of the Uni-
versity of Maine.
Sec. 2. All powers granted by this
constitution may be exercised by an
elected body representing the men stu-
dents. This body shall be known as
the Men's Student Senate.
Article II
Purpose
Sec. I. The Men's Student Senate
shall act as the coordinating body be-
tween all men's student organizations
and between the University Admini-
stration and the men students. The
Senate shall strive to foster and direct
student sentiment in the direction of
general cooperation and unified college
spirit, to promote beneficial student
activities and worthy University ideals,
and to work for the continual better-
ment of educational standards.
Article III
Membership
Sec. 1. The Men's Student Senate
shall consist of fifty (50) male under-
graduate, or graduate students elected
from the several residence groups, and
the President who shall be a member
at large. Each residence group shall
be entitled to at least one representa-
tive, and that representative must be a
member of the residence group electing
him. Each residence group shall be
represented in the ratio of its mem-
bership to the total number of male
students. The residence groups shall
be:
a. All dormitories shall be one resi-
dence group.
b. All fraternities occupying chap-
ter houses shall be one residence
group.
c. Off-campus men students shall be
one residence group.
Note: The apartments now
known as University apartments
and the area now designated as
cabins and trailers shall be one
residence group for such time as
students reside in them.
Sec. 2. The representatives shall be
elected by the residence group con-
cerned as soon after the school year
commences as can be arranged. All
members of the election group con-
cerned shall be authorized to vote for
the number of representatives for that
group. The type of balloting system
to be used shall be decided upon by the
residence group concerned at the time
of election, but prior to the balloting.
The term of office shall be for one
school year.
Sec. 3. The Senate shall have pow-
er of dismissal of any member for
cause. A three-fourths majority vote
of members present shall be necessary,
and no member shall be dismissed un-
less his name is brought up for dis-
missal in a meeting of the Senate prior
to the meeting used for dismissal and
unless he be notified at least 48 hours
in advance of the time the dismissal
vote is to be taken.
Article IV
Recall Petition and Election
Sec. I. A recall election may be
held by the members of any residence
group at any time. However, request
for recall must be accompanied by a
petition signed by not less than 10%
of the students in the residence group
concerned.
Sec. 2. This petition shall be sub-
mitted to the president of the Senate
and he must call an election and set
the date of the election at not more
than twenty, nor less than seven, school
days from date of receipt of such peti-
tion. In any recall election, the incum-
bent named shall appear for re-elec-
tion unless he declines to run.
Article V
Officers and Committees
Sec. 1. There shall be a President,
Vice-President, and Secretary and
•
Guaranteed Watch Repairing
UNIVERSITY WATCH SERVICE
23 BENNOCH ROAD
ORONO, MAINE
For Insured Pick Up
and Delivery Service
DIAL 311
R. D. KELLEHER
Tune into NN AB1, CBS in the heart of Maine,
for a really different new radio program
RIIYME DOES PAY
Monday through Friday
910 on your dial
RECORDS
Largest selection of Popular, Classical, Western,
and Jazz Records in Northern and Eastern Maine
Tune in WJOR for our program of Popular Dance Records
every Saturday 12:00 P.M.-1:00 A.M.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Bought, Sold, Rented, Exchanged
VINEWS MUSIC CO.
53 l'irkerini Sri. (I pstairs) Bangor
other such officers as are found to be
necessary. The officers shall perform
the duties usually assigned to them by
parliamentary bodies. In addition, it
shall be the duty of the President to
advise each residence group of the
number of representatives to which it
is entitled, to assist in setting up elec-
tion procedures, and to assemble and
organize the Senate as early in the fall
term as may be practicable.
Sec. 2. There shall be an Executive
Committee formed at the start of each
school year. This committee shall con-
sist of the officers and a minimum of
three elected members. The maximum
size of this committee shall be deter-
mined each year by the Senate elected
for that school year.
Sec. 3. The Executive Committee
shall have power to act for the Senate
whenever the situation requires such
speedy action that a regular meeting
of the entire Senate would not be
practical or possible. To authorize
action, all members of the Executive
Committee must be present except
that whenever a member is authorized
to be absent from his regular school
curriculum his presence may not be
required. All actions taken by the
Executive Committee shall be reported
at the next regular meeting of the
Senate.
Sec. 4. There shall be representa-
tion in the General Student Senate as
prescribed in the constitution of the
General Student Senate.
Sec. 5. The candidates for Presi-
dent of the Men's Student Senate shall
be nominated from the men's student
body by the members of the Senate
and at least two (2) willing to accept
shall be nominated.
Sec. 6. The officers of the Men's
Senate, with the exception of the Presi-
dent, shall be nominated from its mem-
bers and at least two (2) who are
willing to accept shall be nominated
for each office.
Sec. 7. The Executive Committee
shall be nominated from among the
members of the Senate with at least
two (2) who are willing to accept for
each position vacant.
Article VI
Election
Sec. 1. The candidates for Presi-
dent, Vice-President. Secretary and
Executive Committee shall be voted
on by the Men's Student Senate.
Sec. 2. The President for the ensu-
ing year shall be elected by the Senate
at the first meeting in May. The other
officers and the executive committee
shall be elected by the Senate at the
first regular meeting of the fall term.
Article VII
Powers of Men's Student Senate
Sec. I. The Men's Student Senate
shall represent the men students in all
matters that call for discussion and
adjustment between the men's student
body and the administration.
Sec. 2. The NI en's Student Senate
shall have power of investigation and
supervision of all men's campus spon-
sored organizations when the activi-
ties of those organizations affect the
men's student body or whenever the
activities of a given men's organization
could be altered to improve condi-
tions affecting the men students.
Article VIII
Amendment
Sec. 1. Whenever a three-fourths
majority of the Men's Student Senate
shall deem it necessary, this constitu-
tion may be amended.
Sec. 2. The amendments shall not
be acted upon during the meeting at
which they arc proposed. They shall
be acted upon at the following meeting.
Sec. 3. Final ratification shall be
accomplished by submitting the pro-
posed amendments on a referendum
ballot to the men's student body.
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Bishop Advocates
Revised Tax System
'Plank 'number 8' in my platform is
the complete revision, from the ground
up, of the State's tax system!" re-
publican gubernatorial candidate Neil
Bishop of Bowdoinham told a joint
meeting of the Politics and Young Re-
publicans clubs here Monday.
Bishop declared that a committee
composed of farmers, fishermen, labor-
ers, and industrialists should be organ-
ized to study the tax systems that
have been successful in other states,
and work out a new system for Maine
that would be based upon the indi-
vidual's earning power. Such a sys-
tem, Bishop said, might well put a
ceiling on real estate, and embrace a
homestead exemption clause.
Discussing the State's highway pro-
gram, Bishop, who has been a member
of the state legislature for 8 years,
pointed out that the roads in Maine
are in need of sound engineering and
planning, and declared that the 15 mil-
lion dollars spent annually on high-
ways should be more carefully ex-
pended.
Commenting upon water power in
Maine, Bishop contended that the
present power rates are so high that
industries cannot be established here,
and asserted that the State has enough
undeveloped natural power to heat and
light every home in Nfaine. He further
stated that, if the Marshall Plan can
allot 500 million dollars to develop
power in France, it should be possible
to spend one or two million for the
same thing in Maine.
AVC Meets Tuesday
The American Veterans Committee
will meet at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, May
11, in the Carnegie Hall Lounge.
Art Exhibit To Be
Displayed May 5
An exhibit of non-objective water
color paintings will be held in the
Art Gallery from May 5 to 29, simul-
taneously with the exhibit by the
Eastern Maine Professional Photog-
raphers' Association. There will be 25
paintings on display from 9 to 5 week-
days.
The paintings are by the nationally
known husband and wife team, Alice
and Jack Garver. The Garvers were
formerly residents of Bangor. He is
now attending the University of New
Mexico. They attained an outstanding
reputation for non-objective painting
in national and regional art shows.
McDermott Chosen
Newman Prexy
Ed McDermott was elected to the
presidency of the Newman Club at
their election meeting on April 27.
Peg Millington was voted the vice
presidency. Tom Coughlin received
the corresponding secretary's office
and Joan Heselton was elected record-
ing secretary. Victor Pooler won the
election for the treasurer's office.
MOC Will Go
To Bar Harbor
On Sunday, May 9, the Maine Out-
ing Club will sponsor a trip to Bar
Harbor, Maine. Highlights of the
trip will be to inspect the damage done
by last fall's forest fires and to view
the remaining coastal beauty. All stu-
dents that went on the Cadillac trip the
first of last fall will no doubt be
anxious to return to the spot to wit-
ness the changes.
The full day will be utilized and
the bus (plenty of room) will leave
the bookstore at 9:30 a.m. and will re-
turn by 5 o'clock in the afternoon. The
noon meal will be provided by mem-
bers of the Pack and Pine.
All students and faculty members
that are interested in making the trip
are urged to sign up in the bookstore
in the usual way before 4:30 p.m. on
Friday. The cost of food and transpor-
tation will be $1.50 and this amount
is to be placed in the sign-up envelope
i and then placed in the 1110C reserva-
tion box.
I The outing club wishes to be sure
that all interested members understand
that it is important to sign up by the
deadline.
Mother's
Day
May 9th
Be sure to send a
Norcross card!
'hat to send Mother for a gift?
with a suggestion!
Are you having a problem is
Let us help you
19 Mill St.
glYi H. C7.- K. Store
Opel' SM. EN C. Orono. Me.
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Good Will Drive
Ends With Dance
The Good Will Drive will be wound
up Saturday night by a WSGA-spon-
sored show and dance, from 8 to 11:30
in the Memorial Gymnasium.
Bob Merchant, former mayor will
be emcee of the show.
Included in the entertainment will be
an exhibition of magic by John Kelly.
Cynthia "Babs" Hayden will play
the piano and sing and Bill Rogers,
Phil • Stackpole, and Phil Catir will
dance. Vic "Believe it or Not" Pooler
will put on his famous whistling act.
The show will begin at 9 :30 and will
last about an hour, the rest of the
evening being devoted to dancing.
The price of admission will be given
out by the Good Will Drive workers
as evidence of donations to the Chest.
Appropriate dress will be dungarees
for the boys an cotton dresses for the
girls.
Kay Kennedy
Is WSGA President
1 Recent elections tell us that Kay
;Kennedy succeeds Donna Welts as
president of the Women's Student
Government Association. Kay was
president of Balentine Hall, and as-
sembly chairman for the student gov-
ernment. She is a Speech major
active in debate.
Vice president, Betty Arnold, was
secretary of the student government
and a Sophomore Eagle. She is plan-
ning to major in Physical Education.
Janice Josslyn, President of the Elms,
takes her place as Secretary of WSGA.
Treasurer, Dorothea Butler, was
secretary of the General Senate, and
a Sophomore Eagle.
During the prohibition years 11 bil-
lion bottles of non-alcoholic beverages
were consumed in the United States
annually.
•
•
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SHIRTS
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M. L. French & Son Co.
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"Funny What a Dime Can Do"
The Mary Osborne Trio's
latest Decca disc
And here's
another great record:
OINIMMOSW:r"EICIVIONGRIKEIVe
It's a strummin., humm in' disc by the Mary
Osborne Trio—and it's headed for -top
billing" with the platter set.
Mary knows the songs that suit her
best . . . knows her cigarettes too. As
Mary says it, "I've tried them all —
Camels suit me best!"
Try Camels on your "T-Zone"—
T for Taste. T for Throat. Find out
for yourself why, with millions of
smokers who have tried and com-
pared. Camels are the "choice of
experience."
TAM,
me.t.
,
r,htrzwrkw,
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More people are srno ing CAMELS
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Sigma Xi ClubJoins
National Society
The Sigma Xi Club of the Uni-
versity of Maine became the 100th
Chapter of the society of Sigma Xi,
scientific research society of America,
when installation and charter presenta-
tion exercises were held last Monday
Dr. Ernest Pollard, noted Yale Uni-
versity professor and nuclear research
worker, spoke at the installation dinner
held in the evening at Estabrooke Hall,
on "Atomic Physics and Biology."
The toastmaster at the dinner was
Dr. Clarence E. Bennett, president of
the local chapter of the society. Other
speakers were Dr. George A. Baitsell,
executive secretary of Sigma Xi, and
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck
Sophomore Eagles
Tapped Last Night
The Sophomore Eagles and Xrai
Mathetai were announced last night.
The Sophomore Eagles is a society
formed to promote friendly relations
between sophomore and freshman
women.
Named to the Eagles were: Janet
Bannister, Florence Derube, Bertha
Clark, Barbara Grover, Nancy Hub-
bard. Janice Joselyn, Mary Marsden,
Phyllis Osgood. Patricia Simmons.
Emily Smaha ,and Elizabeth Zaitlin.
New Xeai Mathetai members are:
Phyllis Bingham, Robertta Conant,
Vera Edfors. Winifred Hilton, „Nancy
Hubbard. Alma Kuhn, Rena Ratte.
Zelma Seplin. and Emily Smaha.
•
IIILLSOA ACIIIEVEMEIT 111 iltli
For the week of May 3. 1948
To
FU i‘k HIRES
Beta 'Theta Pi
In recognition of his contribution to the
success of the annual "Music Night.—
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
..1ILSOLI'TELI. FREE
HILLSON CLEANERS
1f Mill Street Orono 647
•
THEY'RE TWICE AS SMART!
Hems lower
Heels
Cherry Red Calf.., a
smart high heel style.
11.95
S.
tLz.tEajf :
"let's go
for
- - "
.1
/ A
• '
1
WIF 911.s.fau,
Mocha Brow it Cal▪ f▪ a▪ nd
White Doeskin.
10.95
BUY THE BEST ...
.. VITALITY
SHOES-AT
FREESE'S
Bangor
$50 Prize Is Offered New Look Planned For
The Robert C. Hamlet prize, $50.00. HC!.111i ba I Hamlin Hall
is awarded annually to the student who
has written the best original one-act
play during the year ot award.
Manuscripts should be submitted to
Professor Walter R. Whitney by
June 1.
Men, something new will be added!
, During the summer months Hannibal
Hamlin Hall will be redecorated with
Iparticular attention to complete re-
painting of all the rooms.
Nev floors will be laid with tile. ,
Temple Will Meet
Members are asked to bring Blue
Lodge ciphers to the next meeting of
the Order of the Temple, to be held
' Thursday, May 13. at 7 p.m., in the
Orono Lodge Hall.
The Master Mason's degree will be
studied, candidates will be initiated.
N
0 OTHER
CIGARETTE CAN TAKE
CHESTERFIELD'S PLACE
WITH ME. THEY SATISFY."
CURRENTLY STARRING IN
"THE BIG CLOCK"
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
is*
WHY... I smoke Chesterfield
( FROM A SERIES OF STATEMENTS BY PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMERS)
Liggett & Myers buy top quality cigarette tobacco
and pay top prices for it . . . nobody will average
paying more than they do year in and year out.
I've been smoking Chesterfields ever since I've
been smoking. I just like them. . . they have real
tobacco flavor.
,1/f140"' FARMER - DAN VI LLE, VA.
Copynglw 1945 boorry & Mons Toucco Co
STEREIELD
A LWAYS NIILDEll RETrElt TASTING COOLER SMOKING
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